
1. To understand individual 
differences in development it is 
important

 (a) to look at the environmental 
factors that affect individuals.

 (b) to consider maturation of the 
body and the brain.

 (c) to consider both inherited 
characteristics as well as 
environmental factors and 
their interplay.

 (d) to look at the inherited 
characteristics that give each 
person a special start in life.

2. Which of the following is not a 
principle of development?

 (a) Development is relatively 
orderly.

 (b) Development takes place 
gradually over a period of 
time.

 (c) Exact course and nature of 
development is determined at 
the time of birth itself.

 (d) Individuals develop at different 
rates.

3. Several research studies show 
that teachers have more overall 
interaction with boys than girls. 
What is the correct explanation 
for this?

 (a) Boys need more attention than 
girls.

 (b) This is an example of gender 
bias in teaching.

 (c) Boys are easier to mange than 
girls in the classroom.

 (d) Boys have much more academic 
capabilities than girls.

4. Which of the following is central 
to the concept of progressive 
education?

 (a) Belief in the capability and 
potential of every child

 (b) Standard instruction and 
assessment 

 (c) Extrinsic motivation and 
u n i f o r m  a s s e s s m e n t 
parameters

 (d) Textbook centric learning
5. What instructional adaptations 

should a teacher make while 
working with students who are 
'Visually Challenged'?

 (a) Use a variety of  visual 
presentations.

 (b) Orient herself so that the 
students can watch her closely.

 (c) Focus on a variety of written 
tasks especially worksheets.

 (d) Speak clearly and use a lot of 
touch and feel materials.

6. Co-operative learning and peer 
tutorting _____ in an inclusive 
classroom.

 (a) should be actively discouraged
 (b) should be occasionally used
 (c) should not be used
 (d) should be actively promoted

7. Which of the following is most 
important in an inclusive 
classroom?

 (a) Standardized testing 
 (b) P romot ing  compe t i t i ve 

learning

 (c) Individualized education plan
 (d) Uniform instruction

8. Which of the following is a correctly 
matched pair of learners and their 
primary characteristics?

 (a) 'Dyslexic' learners – Lack 
reading and writing fluency

 (b) C r e a t i v e  l e a r n e r s  – 
H y p e r a c t i v e ;  s l o w  i n 
completing work

 (c) Attention deficit learners – 
High motivation; can sustain 
attention for long periods of 
time.

 (d) Hearing impaired learners – 
Cannot comprehend visual 
information

9. The ability to come up with 
original and divergent solutions 
to a problem is a primary 
characteristic of

 (a) Impaired children
 (b) Creative children
 (c) Chi ldren  wi th  lea rn ing 

disability
 (d) Egocentric children

10. Which of the following would not 
be consistent with a constructivist 
environment?

 (a) Students work collaboratively 
and are given support to engage 
in task-oriented dialogue with 
each other.

 (b) Teachers elicit  students' 
ideas and experiences in 
relationship  to key topics 
and plant teaching-learning to 
elaborate or restructure their 
current knowledge.
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 (c) Teachers employ specific 
end of the term assessment 
strategies and give feedback on 
products rather than processes.

 (d) Students are given frequent 
opportunities to engage in 
complex, meaningful, problem- 
based activities.

11. A teacher should encourage 
students to set _____ rather than 
_____.

 (a) perfromance goals; learning 
goals

 (b) failure avoiding goals; marks 
seeking goals

 (c) marks seeking goals; failure 
avoiding goals

 (d) learning goals; performance 
goals

12. Which of the following does not 
result in meaningful facilitation of 
learning?

 (a) Promoting repetition and recall
 (b) Use of examples and non-

examples
 (c) Encouraging multiple ways of 

looking at a problem
 (d) Connecting new knowledge to 

pre-existing knowledge
13. Which of these is an example of 

extrinsic motivation?
 (a) “I learn so much when I do my 

homework.”
 (b) “Doing homework makes 

me understand my concepts 
better.”

 (c) “I Complete my homework 
because the teacher gives us 
marks for each assignment.”

 (d) “I enjoy doing my homework 
because it is so much fun.”

14. In a primary classroom a teacher 
should 

 (a) give only non-examples
 (b) give both examples and non-

examples
 (c) not give any examples and 

non- examples
 (d) give only examples

15. Which of the following strategies 
would promote meaning-making 
in children?

 (a) Transmission of information
 (b) Using punitive measures
 (c) Uniform and standardized 

testing
 (d) Exploration and discussion

16. Which of the following are 
examples for effective learning 
strategles?

 (i) Setting goals and time tables
 (ii) Making organizational 

charts and concept maps
 (iii) Thinking of examples and 

non-examples
 (iv) Self-questioning

(a) (i) (iv) (v)
(b) (i) (ii) (iii) (v)
(c) (i) (ii) (iii) (iv) (v)
(d) (i) (ii) (iii)

17. In the constructivist frame child 
is viewed as

 (a) ‘tabula rasa’ or ‘blank slate’ 
whose life is shaped entirely 
by experience.

 (b) a ‘passive being’ who can be 
shaped and molded into any 
form through conditioning.

 (c) a ‘problem solver’ and a 
‘scientific investigator’.

 (d) ‘miniature adult’ who is less than 
adult in all aspects such as size, 
cognition, emotions.

18. A teacher’s role while using co-
operative leaning in her class –

 (a) is to leave the class and let 
children work on their own.

 (b) is to support and monitor each 
group.

 (c) is to support the group which 
has the ‘bright’ and ‘talented’ 
children.

 (d) is to be a silent spectator and let 
children do what they want.

19. Children’s errors and mis-
conceptions–

 (a) are a hindrance and obstacle to 
the teaching-leaning process.

 (b) should be ignored in the 
teaching-learning process.

 (c) s ign i fy  tha t  ch i ld ren ’s 
capabilities are far inferior 
than that of adults.

 (d) are a significant step in the 
teaching-learning process.

20. According to Piaget, specific 
p s y c h o l o g i c a l  s t r u c t u re s 
(organized ways of making sense 
of experience) are called

 (a) schemes
 (b) images
 (c) mental maps
 (d) mental tools

21. “With an appropriate question/
suggestion, the child’s uderstanding 
can be extended far beyond the 
point which she could have reached 
alone.” Which construct does the 
above statement highlight?

 (a) Equilibration
 (b) Conservation
 (c) Intelligence
 (d) Zone of proximal development 

22. According to Lev Vygotsky, basic 
mental capacities are transformed 
into higher cognitive processes 
primarily through 

 (a) social interaction
 (b) stimulus-response association
 (c) adaptation and organization
 (d) rewards and punishment 

23. Which of the following statements 
denotes the relationship between 
development and learning 
correctly?

 (a) L e a r n i n g  t a k e s  p l a c e 
irrespective of development.

 (b) Rate of learning far exceeds 
the rate of the development.

 (c) Development and learning 
are inter-related and inter-
dependent.

 (d) Development and learning are 
not related.

24. One of the major accomplishments 
of concrete operational stage is 

 (a) Ability to conserve
 (b) H y p o t h e t i c - d e d u c t i v e 

reasoning
 (c) Secondary circular reactions
 (d) Animistic thinking

25. Constructivists such as Jean Piaget 
and Lev Vygotsky view learning as

 (a) conditioning of responses
 (b) passive repetitive process
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 (c) process of meaning-making by 
active engagement 

 (d) acquisition of skills
26. Selecting and presenting stories 

and clippings from newspaper that 
portray both men and women in 
non-traditional roles is an effective  
strategy to

 (a) promote gender constancy
 (b) encourage stereotypical gender 

roles
 (c) counter gender stereotypes
 (d) promote gender bias

27. Read the following description 
and identify the stage of moral 
reasoning of Kohlberg.

 Description:
	 Right	 action	 is	 defined	by	 self-

chosen ethical principles of 
conscience that are valid for all 
humanity, regardless of law and 
social agreement.

 (a) T h e  s o c i a l  –  c o n t r a c t 
orientation

 (b) The social – order maintaining 
orientation

 (c) The universal ethical principle

 (d) The instrumental purpose 
orientation

28. As per Howard Gardner’s theory 
of multiple intelligence, how would 
the intelligence of a person with 
the following characteristics be 
categorized?

 Characteristics:
 “Ability to detect and respond 

appropriately to the moods, 
temperaments, motivations and, 
intentions of others.”

 (a) Intrapersonal
 (b) Interpersonal
 (c) Therapeutic
 (d) Naturalistic

29. Which of the following should 
be the reasons for assessment of 
children?

 (i) To separate and label children 
into ‘non-achievers,’ ‘low-
achievers,’ ‘average’ and 
‘high-achievers.’

 (ii) To  improve  teach ing-
learning processes in the 
classroom.

 (iii) To find out what changes 
and progress in learning that 
takes place in the child over 
a period of time.

 (iv) To discuss the capabilities, 
potential, strengths and 
challenging areas of the child 
with the parents.

(a) (i) (ii) (iii)
(b) (ii) (iii) (iv)
(c) (ii) (iv)
(d) (i) (ii) (iii) (iv)

30. Which of the following play 
an important role in a child’s 
socialization?

 (i) Media
 (ii) School
 (iii) Family
 (iv) Neighbourhood

(a) (ii) (iii)
(b) (i) (iii) (iv)
(c) (i) (ii) (iii) (iv)
(d) (iii) (i)

Direction : Answer the following 
question by selecting the correct/most 
appropriate options.

31. Assertion (A) : It will be 7:30 p.m. 
in India, when it is 2:00 p.m. in 
London.

 Reason (R) : India is located east 
of Greenwich at 83°30'E.

 Select the correct option from the 
given alternatives.

 (a) (A) is false, but (R) is true.
 (b) Both (A) and (R) are true and 

(R) is the correct explanation 
of (A).

 (c) Both (A) and (R) are true, but 
(R) is not a correct explanation 
of (A).

 (d) (A) is true, but (R) is false.
32. Consider the statements A, B, C on 

time zone and choose the correct 
answer:

 A.  Some countries have a great 
longitudinal extent have a 
great longitudinal extent and 
so they adopted more than 
one standard time.

 B.  The earth has been divided 
into twenty-four time zones 
of one hour each.

 C.  Each time zone covers 15° of 
longitude.

 (a) A and C are correct and B is 
incorrect.

 (b) B and C are correct and A is 
incorrect.

 (c) A, B, C all are correct.
 (d) A and B are correct and C is 

incorrect.
33. Choose the correct arrangement 

of atmosphere's layers beginning 
from  earth's surface:

 (a) Troposphere, Stratosphere, 
Mesosphere, Thermosphere, 
Exosphere

 (b) Exosphere, Stratosphere, 
Mesosphere, Troposphere, 
Thermosphere.

 (c) Mesosphere, Troposphere, 
Exosphere, Stratosphere, 
Thermosphere

 (d) Stratosphere, Mesosphere, 
Thermosphere, Exosphere, 
Troposphere

34. Seasons occur due to which of the 
following reasons?

 (a) Tropic of Capricorn receives 
direct rays of the sun falling 
vertically at 231/2° S.

 (b) Revolution of the Earth and 
inclination of its axis in the 
same direction.

 (c) Circle of illumination caused 
due to rotation of the earth 
around its axis.

 (d) Axis of the Earth makes an angle 
of 661/2° with its orbital plane.

PART-II : SOCIAL STUDIES/SOCIAL SCIENCE
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35. The major constituents of earth's 
atmosphere by percentage is :

 (a) Carbon dioxide
 (b) Nitrogen
 (c) Helium
 (d) Oxygen

36. Which of the following statements 
about ocean currents is/are 
correct?

 A.  The cold currents carry water 
from polar or higher latitudes 
to tropical or lower latitudes.

 B.  Labrador is a warm current.
 C.  Areas where warm and cold 

currents meet provide world's 
best	fishing	grounds.

 (a) A and C are correct.
 (b) B and C are correct.
 (c) Only A is correct.
 (d) A and B are correct.

37. The depositional feature of a 
glacler is called :

 (a) Moraine (b) Loess
 (c) Levees (d) Sea cave

38. Statement A and B describe the 
feature of which of the following 
vegetations?

 A.  This vegetation is found in the 
higher latitudes (50°–70°) of 
Northern Hemisphere.

 B.  It is also called as Taiga.
 (a) Temperate Deciduous Forests.
 (b) Coniferous Forests.
 (c) Mediterranean Vegetation.
 (d) Temperate Grasslands.

39. Which of  the fol lowing is 
not a feature of the Ganga-
Brahmaputra Basin?

 (a) The density of population of 
plain area is very high.

 (b) The delta are is covered with 
Mangrove forests.

 (c) Slash and Burn agriculture is 
practiced in this are of land 
cultivation.

 (d) Ox-Bow lakes dot the plain area.
40. Swimmers float in Dead sea 

because:
 (a) More warm currents than cold 

currents originate in the sea.
 (b) The sea experiences more high 

tides than low tides.

 (c) The increased salt content 
makes the sea dense.

 (d) Winds blow at a very high speed 
over the surface of sea water.

41. Consider the statement A and B 
about land use and choose the 
correct answer:

 A.  Land use refers to use of land 
exclusively for agriculture 
and forestry.

 B.  Land use is primarlly deter-
mined by its topography.

 (a) A is false and B is true.
 (b) Both A and B are true.
 (c) Both A and B are false.
 (d) A is true and B is false.

42. Shelter belts help in:
 (a) Retaining soil moisture.
 (b) Slowing down the flow of 

water over soil.
 (c) Preventing gullies and hence 

further soil loss.
 (d) Checking wind movement to 

protect soil cover.
43. What determines the thickness of 

soil	profile?
 (a) Time (b) Flora-Fauna
 (c) Climate (d) Relief

44. On the basis of their distribution, 
resources	can	be	classified	as:

 (a) Renewable and Non-renewable 
resources 

 (b) Biotic and Abiotic resources
 (c) Ubiquitous and Localised 

resources 
 (d) Actual and Potential resources

45. Which of the following statements 
about a 'diverse society' is correct?

 (a) It would have difference in 
culture and power.

 (b) It would have similarities of 
language. religion and culture.

 (c) It would have differences 
and similarities in language, 
culture and religion.

 (d) It would have differences 
and inequalities in language, 
religion and culture.

46. Which of the following statements 
challenges gender stereotypes?

 (a) Women are fashion conscious.
 (b) Women are responsible bus 

drivers.

 (c) Women are nurturing.
 (d) Women are very emotional.

47. Which of the following composed 
the  main  demand o f  the 
suffragettes?

 (a) Right to bureaucratic roles for 
women.

 (b) Adult franchise for propertied 
women.

 (c) Adult franchise for working 
class.

 (d) Right to vote for women.
48. Which of the following statements 

about Jatakas is correct?
 (a) These were composed by 

ordinary people, written down 
and preserved by Jaina monks.

 (b) These were composed by 
Buddhist monks, wirtten down 
and preserved by ordinary 
people.

 (c) These were composed by Jaina 
monks, written down and 
preserved by ordinary people.

 (d) These were composed by 
ordinary people, written down 
and preserved by Buddhist 
monks.

49. Which of the following statements 
about Ain-i-Akbari is correct?

 (a) It deals with Akbar's ancestors 
and records the events fo 
Akbar's reign.

 (b) It was written by Mirza Hakim, 
who was one of Akbar's 
courtiers.

 (c) It has rich statistical details 
about diverse aspects of 
Akbar's administration.

 (d) It is the first volume of the three 
volume history of Akbar's reign 
titled Akbar Nama.

50. Who among the following compiled 
the compositions of Baba Guru 
Nanak in Gurumukhi, also adding 
his own compositions to it?

 (a) Guru Angad
 (b) Guru Arjan
 (c) Guru Teg Bahdur
 (d) Guru Gobind Singh
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51. Which of the following was not a 
feature to Athenian democracy?

 (a) All citizens were expected to 
serve in army and navy.

 (b) All the citizens attended 
assemblies that were held for 
deciding upon matters.

 (c) Appo in tment  fo r  many 
positions were made through 
lottery.

 (d) All the free men and women 
above 30 years of age were 
recognised as full citizens.

52. Which of the following was 
S a m u d r a g u p t a ' s  p o l i c y 
specifically	 towards	 the	rulers	of	
Dakshinapatha?

 (a) T h e y  s u b m i t t e d  t o 
Samudragupta and offered 
daughter in marriage.

 (b) They brought tribute, followed 
his orders and attended his 
court.

 (c) They surrendered after being 
defeated and then were 
allowed to rule again.

 (d) T h e i r  k i n g d o m s  w e r e 
uprooted and made a part of 
Samudragupia's empire.

53. Match the following:
(Art form) (Nomenclature)

A Art technique 
that enabled 
making of 
images that 
looked real.

i Picturesque

B Painting 
showing Indian 
landscape 
as quaint, 
unexplored 
land

ii Portraiture

C Paintings 
displaying l
avish lifestyles, 
wealth & status 
of Eurpoeans 
in India.

iii. History

D Painthings 
depicting scens 
from British 
imperial 
history & 
vicoties.

iv. Painting

A B C D
(a) iii iv i ii
(b) ii iii iv i
(c) i ii iii iv
(d) iv i ii iii

54. In the late 18th century, the 
presidencies of Bombay, Madras 
and Bengal developed from 
which of the following East India 
Company's trading posts?

 (a) Nagpur, Madurai, Delhi
 (b) Pune, Madras, Calcutta
 (c) Surat, Madurai, Delhi
 (d) Surat, Madras, Calcutta

55. Consider the statements A and B 
about Mahayana Buddism and 
choose the correct answer.

 A.  In this form of Buddism, 
Buddha's  presence  in 
sculptures was shown using 
certain signs.

 B.  The belief in Bodhisativas 
emerged with the coming of 
Mahayana Buddism.

 (a) A is false, B is true.
 (b) Both A and B are true.
 (c) Both A and B are false.
 (d) A is true, B is false.

56. Consider the statement A and B 
about Mahalwari and Ryotwari 
system of revenues and choose the 
correct answer.

 A.  The Mahalwari was devised 
for North-Wetern provinces 
of Bengal presidency, while 
the Ryotwari was devised for 
British territories in South.

 B.  While in Mahalwari, village 
headman collected and paid 
revenue of the whole village 
to the company, in Ryotwari 
direct settlements was made 
with cultivators.

 (a) Only B correctly explains 
differences between the two 
revenue systems.

 (b) Both A and B correctly explain 
differences between the two 
revenue systems.

 (c) Neither A nor B correctly 
explain differences between 
the two revenue systems.

 (d) Only A correctly explains 
difference between the two 
revenue systems.

57. A tomb of a Sufi	saint	is	known	as:
 (a) Idgah
 (b) Gulfaroshan
 (c) Dargah
 (d) Khanqah

58. The doctrine of Vishishtadvaita 
was propounded in eleventh 
century by:

 (a) Basavanna 
 (b) Eknath
 (c) Sakhubai
 (d) Ramauja

59. Consider the statement A and B on 
Diwani Adalat established in 1772 
in India and choose the correct 
answers:

 A.  It was a criminal court.
 B.  It was presided over by the 

European district collectors.
 (a) A is false, B is true.
 (b) Both A and B are true.
 (c) Both A and B are false.
 (d) A is true, B is false.

60. A garisson town refers to:
 (a) A fortified settlement with 

soldiers.
 (b) A place where goods from 

different production centres 
are sold.

 (c) A town on an important trading 
port.

 (d) Land adjacent to a city that 
supplies goods to it.

61. A Social Science teacher should 
aim towards:

 (a) Building perspective
 (b) Syllabus completion
 (c) Passing the examinations
 (d) Rote memorisation

62. Which of the following approaches 
have been considered while 
developing social and political life 
textbooks?

 A.  Learning through use of 
concrete examples and 
experiecnes.

 B.  Learnig through retention 
based on facts and data.

 (a) Only B
 (b) Both A and B
 (c) Neither A nor B
 (d) Only A
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63. Which of the following is true 
about Social Scienc?

 A.  Memorsing information 
will lead to conceptual 
development.

 B.  The status of a 'fact' is always 
fixed.

 (a) Only B
 (b) Both A and B
 (c) Neither A nor B
 (d) Only A

64. The best practice for sensitising 
s tudents  towards  wi ldl i fe 
conservation would be:

 (a) Preparing a play on wildlife 
conservation.

 (b) Observing wildlife week at the 
school.

 (c) Pledging not to buy animal 
based products.

 (d) Reading about relevant policies 
and laws.

65. What is the main purpose of an 
Open-Book Evaluation?

 (a) Teachers need not undergo 
extra pressure to frame new 
questions.

 (b) Students need not read extra 
books.

 (c) Students can answer exactly 
according to the textbook.

 (d) Students need not feel the 
burden to rote memorise all 
facts and details.

66. Which of the following would 
be the best closure tasks after 
the teaching of the theme. 'The 
Making of Regional Cultures'?

 A.  Small group projects
 B.  Dance performance by an 

expert
 C.  Quiz competition
 D.  Collage making
 (a) A, B, D
 (b) A, C, D
 (c) B, C, D
 (d) A, B, C

67. Imagine you have inherited a 
kingdom. How would you 
make your kingdom stable and 
prosperous?

 In context of the above question, 
as a teacher which skill would you 
emphasise upon while assessing the 
students?

 (a) Ability to analyse.
 (b) Infer and extrapolate from 

situation.
 (c) Ability to reason.
 (d) Comparing experiences.

68. A respectful way to introduce the 
theme 'A divasis' would be to:

 (a) Showcasing their colourful 
costumes.

 (b) Screening a tribal song and 
dance.

 (c) Discussing their primitive and 
rustic pasts.

 (d) Porraying them as rich and 
powerful forest people.

69. While teaching controversial issues 
in Social Science class, you should:

 (a) Take them up occassionally 
and conduct brief discussions.

 (b) Take them up with proper 
planning to initiate a dignified 
discussion.

 (c) Keep  in  mind  s tudents 
background and discuss only 
non-hurtful aspects.

 (d) C o m p l e t e l y  a v o i d 
confrontations.

70. The teaching of social and political 
life should focus on:

 A.  Study of Political Insitutions.
 B.  Study of Basic Priniciples.
 (a) Only B
 (b) Both A and B
 (c) Neither A nor B
 (d) Only A

71. While planning a small group 
activity with students, which of the 
following should be emphasised?

 A.  To create a challenging task.
 B.  To teach students to work 

together.
 C.  To select groups thoughtfully.
 D.  Completion of task.
 (a) A, B, D
 (b) A, C, D
 (c) B, C, D
 (d) A, B, C

72. Which of the following statement 
are true about the study of Social 
Science?

 A.  Helps In systemic analysis of 
issues.

	 B.	 	Students	will	grow	up	and	find	
our for themselves.

 C.  F o c u s  s h o u l d  b e  o n 
subject details rather than 
understanding.

 D.  Building sensitivity and 
curiosity as much as providng 
information.

 (a) A, D
 (b) B, D
 (c) C, D
 (d) A, C

73. The writings fo the following 
cannot be attributed as a primary 
source?

 (a) Abul Fazl
 (b) Rashundari Devi
 (c) Ziyauddin Barani
 (d) Muzaffar Alam

74. Which of the following sources 
would be wrong to use if you 
have to introduce Ancient Indian 
History?

 (a) Miniature Paintings
 (b) Inscriptions
 (c) Manuscripts
 (d) Cave paintings

75. Which of the following can a 
Social Science teacher critically 
address while discussing the theme, 
'Advertisement'?

 A.  Appeal to the personal 
emothions.

 B.  Issues of equality.
 (a) Only B
 (b) Neither A nor B
 (c) Both A and B
 (d) Only A

76. 'Discuss few more reasons that are 
responsible for changes in land use 
pattern.'

 In context of the above questions, 
as a Social Science teacher you 
would be assessing students, skill 
of :

 (a) Generalising
 (b) Inferring
 (c) Hypothesising
 (d) Classifying
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77. To familiarise students with the 
theme, 'Natural Vegetation and 
Wildlife,' which would be the best 
pedagogical method ?

 (a) Visit to a wildlife sancturay.
 (b) Inviting an expert for a lecture
 (c) Te x t b o o k  r e a d i n g  a n d 

discussion.
 (d) Screening a documentary on the 

theme.
78. What is the role of cartoons in a 

Social Science textbooks ?
 (a) Mainly used as fillers so that 

textbooks look attractive.
 (b) Makes class enjoyable as the 

subject is boring.
 (c) Raises basic issues and makes 

it relatable to students.
 (d) No role as cartoons are 

immature.
79. Consider statement A and B on the 

practice of apartheid:
 A.  It discriminates between races 

but allowed all the right to 
vote.

 B.  It prevents mingling of races 
but gives equitable public 
facilities to all.

 Choose the correct option :
 (a) Only B is true.
 (b) Both A and B are true.
 (c) Both A and B are false.
 (d) Only A is true.

80. Who among the following occupies 
elected	office	in	a	Gram	Panchayat?

 A.  Sarpanch
 B.  Ward Members
 C.  Secretary
 D.  Gram Sabha Member
 Choose the correct option :
 (a) A and C
 (b) A, B and C
 (c) B, C and D
 (d) A and B

81. Which of the following work is the 
responsibility of a 'Patwari' ?

 (a) Execu t ing  employmen t 
schemes for land development.

 (b) Preventing land disputes by 
investigating complaints.

 (c) Measuring land and keeping 
records.

 (d) Construction and maintenance 
of  common propety.

82. Which of the following statement 
on the functioning of a local urban 
administration is correct ?

 (a) Commissioner is elected by 
wark councillors and reports 
to him/her.

 (b) Ward  counc i l lo r s  fo rm 
committees to resolve issue 
of govermance.

 (c) Ward councillors are headed 
by the Sarpanch.

 (d) Commissioner of a municipal 
corporation makes and decides 
the budget for the year.

83. Consider List–A and List–B.
 List – A has different types of rural 

employment.
 List – B has different kinds of loans 

taken.
List-A List-B

A Agricultural 
woker

i Health and 
off-season 
consumption 

B Large 
farmer

ii Fertiliser, 
Pesticide, Seeds

C Middle 
farmer

iii. Goverment 
loan for agro-
processing plant

 Math items of List–A with List–B, 
based on most likely reason for 
loans :

A B C
(a) ii i iii
(b) i iii ii
(c) iii i ii
(d) i ii iii

84. Which of the following forms the 
trading arrangement between a 
weaver an a merchant under the 
"Putting out" system? Choose the 
correct option.

 (a) Yarn is sold to the weaver by the 
merchant; and weaver makes 
cloth for self-consumption.

 (b) Yarn is supplied by the 
merchant to the weaver and 
cloth produced is bought back 
from weaver at a low price.

 (c) Yarn is bought by weaver from 
the open market and cloth is 
sold to merchant at a low price.

 (d) Yarn is bought for the lowest bid 
from merchant; and cloth is sold 
at highest bid.

85. Consider the statement A to E. 
They form jumbled links in a chain 
of market, wherein 'Ketchup' 
reaches a consumer.

 A.  Sona orders ketchup from a 
neighbourhood shop.

 B.  Farmer buys tomato seeds 
from a local trader.

 C.  Wholesale merchant bids 
for tomatoes in the vegetable 
mandi.

 D.  A small city based food 
processing unit buys tomatoes.

 E.  Marketing company supplies 
ketchup to stores.

 Choose the option that represents 
the correct sequence in the chain 
of market :

 (a) B, D, E, C, A
 (b) C, B, D, E, A
 (c) A, B, D, C, E
 (d) B, C, D, E, A

86. According to Appellate System, a 
person	dissatisfied	with	the	verdict	
given by the Court of the District 
Judge could appeal to which of the 
following courts ?

 (a) Supreme Court
 (b) High Court
 (c) Trial Court
 (d) Session Court

87. Consider the statement A and B on 
the Indian Parliament :

 A.  A political party that has 
any number of Members of 
Parliament in the Lok Sabha 
can form a government.

 B.  Lok Sabha, Rajya Sabha 
and President are part of the 
Parliament.

 Choose the correct option :
 (a) Only B is true..
 (b) Both A and B are true.
 (c) Both A and B are false.
 (d) Only A is true.
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88. Read the statement given below :
 "The Indian State has many 

checks and balances to prevent 
the misuse of powers."

 Choose the correct option that 
represents the meaning of 'Indian 
State' in the above statement.

 (a) The Indian Bureaucracy
 (b) Any State Government
 (c) The Indian Political System
 (d) The Indian Central Government

89. Which of the following should the 
teaching of History focus upon ?

 A.  C o n c e p t s  o f  p l u r a l 
representations and building 
a sense of historical diversity.

 B.  Encouraging students to 
imagine living in the past and 
relate to the experiences.

 (a) Only B
 (b) Both A and B
 (c) Neither A nor B
 (d) Only A

90. Two of the statements given below 
are false. Identify these statements.

 A.  Natural and physical basis of 
scientific	inquiry can be used 
in Social Science also.

 B.  The teaching of Social Science 
has the responsibility towards 
value education only.

 C.  The same methodology can 
be used to teach different 
discipline of Social Science.

 D.  The teaching of Social 
Science concerns more with 
involvement with complexities 
rather than information.

 (a) B and C
 (b) B and D
 (c) C and D 
 (d) A and C

Directions (Q. No. 91 to 98) : Read 
the passage given below and answer 
the questions that follow by choosing 
the correct/most appropriate options:
  The other day I received an unusual 
and very gratifying gift: I was given 
a tree. Or rather, I was given half-a-
dozen trees, which would be planted on 
my behalf. I had been invited to give 
a talk to an organisation. After such 
events, the speaker is usually given a 
token gift. Sometimes the gift is that of 
a pen, or something useful. Often, the 
gift is in the form of a plaque or similar 
commemorative token. However well-
meant, such gifts are destined to gather 
dust in forgotten corners. Which is why 
I was agreeably surprised to be given a 
scroll which attested that, in a designated 
plantation established for the purpose, 
six trees would be added in my name, 
as part of ‘green’ movement being 
sponsored by the organization.
  In an increasingly environmentally-
conscious world, the gift of a living tree 
or plant makes for a perfect present. 
The tradition of giving and receiving 
gifts has increasingly become a highly 
evolved marketing erecise. Apart from 
festivals like Diwali, Holi, Christmas, 
Eid and others, a whole new calendar 

of celebratory events has been created 
to promote the giving of gifts: Mother’s 
Day, Father’s Day, Teacher’s Day, 
Valentine’s Day and so on and on.
  What do you give to people - 
friends, relatives, spouses, children, 
parents, employees, clients, well-wishers 
who have more or less everything, or at 
least everything that you could afford 
to give them as a gift? Another shirt 
or kurta? Another bottle of Scent or 
aftershave? Another box of chocolates ? 
Another any other?     
 91. Why do you not very much care 

for it when you receive a shirt or 
a kurta as a gift?

  (a) You already have so many of 
them

 	(b) You don’t like the colour
  (c) You were not asked about your 

choice
 	(d) The giver had to spend a lot of 

money 
 92. The word ‘gratifying’ means
  (a) satisfying	 (b) giving
  (c) fortifying	 (d) annoying
 93. The word ‘destined’ means :
  (a) decided	 (b) declined
  (c) departed	 (d) fated
 94. Name the part of speech of the 

underlined word in the following 
clause.

  which is why I was agreeably 
surprised.

  (a) Adjective	 (b) Pronoun
  (c) Adverb	 (d) Preposition
 95. Identify the part of the following 

sentence which has an error in it.
  (a) Your claim ought
  (b) to succed in that case
  (c) the damages
  (d) will be substantial
  (a) (b)	 (b) (c)
  (c) (d)	 (d) (a)
 96. The writer was thrilled when he 

was given: 
  (a)	 six trees
 	(b) a plaque
  (c) a pen
 	(d) a tree
 97. What usually happens to the gifts 

he/she receives?
  (a) He gives them away as gifts to 

others
  (b) They are put away and forgotten
  (c) He keeps them religiously as 

mementoes	
  (d) He uses them if he needs them
 98. The gift received by the writer 

was :
  (a) environment friendly
 	(b) very expensive
  (c) gathering dust in a corner	
  (d) a marketing exercise

PART-III : LANGUAGE-I (ENGLISH)
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Directions (99 to 105) : Read the 
passage given below and answer the 
questions by selecting the correct/most 
appropriate options :
  With more than 3,000 languages 
currently spoken, English undoubtedly 
is amongst the richest of all languages. 
The Oxford English Dictionary lists 
about half a million words of which 
only 2,00,000 are frequently used. This 
is because, the balance 3,00,000 words 
are technical and not found in ordinary 
dictionaries. The only language that can 
come near English is Chinese.
  Apart from being the richest 
language, English also boasts of 
being one of the most widely spoken, 
second only to Mandarin Chinese. This 
remarkable achievement is only because 
of the one thing that we all love to do— 
copy ! ‘Slesta’ for example is of Spanish 
origin. ‘Sputnik’ as you must be aware 
of, has a Russian origin. ‘Restaurant’ is 
from France and ‘Super’ from Germany. 
Even before the birth of the ‘genius’ of 
‘drama’, William Shakespeare, the words 
‘genius’ and ‘drama’ were adapted from 
Greek. Now, you must be wondering if 
English has anything original about it. 
Well, find it out ! Did you ever try to find 
out how many different words of English 
we use in our daily life? Try to guess and 
then read on. A modern novelist has a 
vocabulary of anywhere between ten to 
fifteen thousand words.
  William Shakespeare used thirty 
thousand words and the only writer to 
come close to him was James Joyce 
in ‘Ulysses’. We normally have a 
vocabulary of about ten thousand words 
of which only five thousand are used in 
everyday conversation. This leads to a 
limited variety of words. This is because 
we repeat a lot of words. In conversation 
and in writing, it is ‘the’. (Try counting 
it in this article and you will have proof 
of it.) 

 99. How many words are usually used 
by an English speaking person?

  (a) 5,000	 (b) 10,000
  (c) 15,000	 (d) 3,000
 100. Which of the following words 

is most often used in English 
language?

  (a) the	 (b) is
  (c) one	 (d) a
 101. The word that is similar in meaning 

to the word, ‘remarkable’ is :
  (a) remedial	
	 	(b) remaining
  (c) optional	
	 	(d) astonishing
 102. The word that is opposite in 

meaning to the word, ‘ordinary’ 
is :

  (a) complex	 (b) special
  (c) liable	 (d) usual
 103. Which part of speech is the 

underlined word in the following 
sentence?

  Did you ever	try	to	find	out	?
  (a) Adjective	 (b) Pronoun
  (c) Verb	 (d) Adverb
 104. English is the most widely used 

language in the world because :
  (a) it is the richest language	
  (b) it has taken words from other 

languages
  (c) it has half a million words in it
 	(d) Shakespeare has written in 

English
 105. In our everyday conversation we 

use a limited number of words 
because :

  (a)  we are not a genius like 
Shakespeare

	 	(b)  everybody is not highly 
educated

  (c) we repeat a lot of words
 	(d) our vocabulary is unlimited
Directions (Q. No. 106 to 120) : Answer 
the following questions by selecting 
the most appropriate options.

 106. A teacher gives a puzzle to her 
class-VIII students and asks them 
to solve it by speaking out how 
they solve it. What is this strategy 
known as?

  (a) Think aloud protocol
 	(b) Listening
  (c) Picture reading
  (d) Speaking aloud
 107. Sanskrit in India today is a :
  (a) Modern Indian language and a 

classical language
  (b) Religious language
  (c) Hindu language
 	(d) Modern Indian language
 108. A teacher of Class-VII  asked her 

students to read a short story and 
come to the class. She asks them 
to discuss the major points of the 
story in groups and present them 
to the whole class. What is this 
reading known as?

  (a) Reading with a purpose
  (b) Reading for thinking
  (c) Extensive reading
 	(d) Intensive reading
 109. English does not find	its	place	as	

a ______.
  (a) second language in the school 

curriculum
 	(b) third language in the school 

curriculum 
  (c) medium of instruction
 	(d) first language in the school 

curriculum
 110. Bottom-up processing in listening 

is to:
  (a) decode the overall messages of 

the discourse and move down 
the micro level units

 	(b) encode all the sounds from 
speaker to listener

  (c) use multiple ways to decode 
the messages

 	(d) decode messages moving from 
sounds to words, phrases, 
clauses and other grammatical 
elements to sentences
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 111. What is the following strategy 
known as in reading?

  The text is read mer slowly and 
in detail to get the gist or overall 
sense of the text.

  (a) Summarising
 	(b) Skimming
  (c) Scaffolding
 	(d) Scanning
 112. A teacher asks her learners of 

class-VII to refer to the textbook 
of	History	and	find	a	theme	which	
can be connected with English 
language text for writing an essay.

  What is this practice known as?
  (a) Language across the curriculum
 	(b) Language in learning
  (c) L a n g u a g e  a n d  h i s t o r y 

integrated learning
 	(d) Language and Social Science 

learning
 113. Multilingualism as a resource 

means :
  (a) using the languages of learners 

as a strategy in school
 	(b) teaching many languages
  (c) promoting of  languages 

through content learning
 	(d) learning many languages in 

school
 114. Match the types of writing with 

their corresponding category :
  (A) Personal (i) Letter of 
   writing  complaint

  (B) Study (ii) Diary
   writing   writing
  (C) Creative (iii) Synopsis
   writing  writing
  (D) Public (iv) Travelogue
   writing
   A B C D
  (a) (ii) (iii) (iv) (i)
  (b) (iii) (ii) (i) (iv)
  (c) (iv) (iii) (ii) (i)
 	(d) (i) (ii) (iii) (iv)
 115. A teacher divides her class into 

groups of five and allocates 
different themes to the groups. 
The groups have to collect 
information on the themes and 
write reports to be presented to 
the class. What is this activity 
known as?

  (a) Project work
 	(b) Writing work
  (c) Research
 	(d) Assignment
 116. Process approach to writing 

involves:
  (a)	 Brainstorming, writing the first 

draft and final writing
 	(b) Outlining, revising and writing 

the final draft
  (c) Writing the first draft, revising 

and developing the final draft
 	(d) Brainstorming, outlining, 

drafting revising, proof-
reading and drafting the final 
writing

 117. Continuous Asessment focuses  
on :

  (a) Informal assessment
 	(b) Informal and a combination of 

both formative and summative
  (c) Outcome and achievement 

based assessment
 	(d) Formal assessment
 118. ‘Pre-reading’ activity in class is 

to :
  (a) connect learners’ with one 

another
 	(b) enable learners to know about 

the story which they would 
read ahead

  (c) all of these
 	(d) connect learner’s previous 

knowledge with what she 
learns in the reading text

 119. Pedagogical Grammar is :
  (a) grammar for teachers
 	(b) grammar in context to connect 

grammar points with real life 
context

  (c) grammar with formal rules to 
be applied while writing

 	(d) grammar of pedagogy
 120. What are these words known  

as ?
  – the, of, and, a, to, that, it, with, 

but, they, she, he 
  (a) Form words	
  (b) Use words
  (c) Unimportant words	
  (d) Sight words

Hkkx  IV :  Hkk"kk-II (fgUnh)
funsZ'k (iz'u la[;k 121 ls 129 rd) % 
uhps fn, x, x|ka'k dks i<+dj iwNs x, 
iz'uksa ds lcls mi;qDr mÙkj okys fodYi 
dks pqfu, %
	 	vkt	 f'k{kd	 dh	 Hkwfedk	 mins'kd	 ;k	
Kkunkrk	dh&lh	ugha	jghA	og	rks	ek=k	,d	izsjd	gS	
fd	f'k{kkFkhZ	Lo;a	lh[k	ldsaA	muds	fd'kksj	ekul	
dks	è;ku	esa	j[kdj	f'k{kd	dks	vius	f'k{k.k	dk;Z	

ds	nkSjku	vè;;u&vè;kiu	dh	ijEijkxr	fofèk;ksa	
ls	 nks	 dne	vkxs	 tkuk	 iM+sxk]	 rkfd	 f'k{kkFkhZ	
ledkyhu	;FkkFkZ	vkSj	fnu&izfrfnu	cnyrs	thou	
dh	pqqukSfr;ksa	ds	chp	ekuo&ewY;ksa	ds	izfr	vfMx	
vkLFkk	 cuk,	 j[kus	dh	izsj.kk	 xzg.k	dj	ldasA	
ikBxr	ckèkkvksa	dks	nwj	djrs	gq,	fo|kfFkZ;ksa	dh	
lgHkkfxrk	dks	lgh	fn'kk	iznku	djus	dk	dk;Z	
f'k{kd	gh	dj	ldrk	gSA

	 	Hkk"kk	f'k{k.k	dh	dksbZ	,d	fofèk	ugha	gks	
ldrhA	 tSls	 eè;dkyhu	 dfork	 esa	 vyadkj]	
Nanfoèkku]	rqd	vkfn	ds	izfr	vkxzg	Fkk]	fdUrq	
vkt	y;	vkSj	izokg	dk	egÙo	gSA	dfork	i<+krs	
le;	dfo	dh	;qx	psruk	ds	izfr	ltxrk	le>uk	
vko';d	 gSA	 fucUèk	 esa	 ys[kd	 ds	 n`f"Vdks.k	
vkSj	Hkk"kk&'kSyh	dk	egÙo	gS	vkSj	f'k{kkFkhZ	dks	
vFkZxzg.k	dh	;ksX;rk	dk	fodkl	t:jh	gSA	dgkuh	
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ds	Hkhrj	cquh	vusd	dgkfu;ksa	dks	igpkuus	vkSj	
mu	lw=kksa	dks	iYyfor	djus	dk	vH;kl	f'k{kkFkhZ	
dh	dYiuk	vkSj	vfHkO;fDr	dkS'ky	dks	c<+kus	ds	
fy,	mi;ksxh	gks	ldrk	gSA	dHkh&dHkh	dgkuh	dk	
ukVd	esa	foèkk	ifjorZu	dj	mldk	eapu	fd;k	
tk	ldrk	gSA

	 	ewY;kadu	oLrqr%	lh[kus	dh	gh	,d	iz.kkyh	
gS]	,slh	iz.kkyh	tks	jVar	iz.kkyh	ls	eqfDr	fnyk	
ldsA	 ijEijkxr	 lk¡ps	 dk	 vuqikyu	 u	 djs]	
viuk	<k¡pk	fufeZr	dj	ldsA	blfy,	;g	xk¡B	
ck¡èk	ysuk	vko';d	gS	 fd	Hkk"kk	vkSj	lkfgR;	
ds	iz'u	c¡èks&c¡èkk,	mÙkjksa	 rd	lhfer	ugha	gks	
ldrsA	f'k{kd	iwoZfuèkkZfjr	mÙkj	dh	vis{kk	ugha	
dj	ldrkA	fo|kfFkZ;ksa	ds	mÙkj	lk¡ps	ls	gVdj]	
fdUrq	rdZ	laxr	gks	ldrs	gSa	vkSj	lgh	HkhA	bl	
[kqysiu	dh	pqukSrh	dks	Lohdkjuk	vko';d	gSA

 121. ewY;kadu ds ckjs esa lR; ugha gSµ
  (a) bldk	fuf'pr	<k¡pk	gksrk	gS

	 	(b) mÙkj	igys	ls	fuèkkZfjr	ugha	gksrs

  (c) ;g	lh[kus	dh	gh	,d	fofèk	gS

 	(d) jVar	dk	var	djrk	gS

 122. lekl dh ǹf"V ls dkSu&lk in 'ks"k ls fHkUu  
gS\

  (a) Hkk"kk&f'k{k.k	 (b) vFkZ&xzg.k

  (c) ;qx&psruk	 (d) fnu&izfrfnu
 123. ^fo|kFkhZ* ds fy, vuqPNsn esa iz;qDr 

vU; i;kZ;okph 'kCn gSaµ
  (a) f'k{kkFkhZ]	Nk=k

	 	(b) lgHkkxh]	ijh{kkFkhZ

  (c) fd'kksj]	ekul

	 	(d) vè;kid]	vè;srk

 124. ^lgHkkfxrk* 'kCn dk fuekZ.k fdl 
milxZ vkSj izR;; ls gqvk gS\ 

  (a) lg]	rk	 (b) l]	brk
  (c) lg]	brk	 (d) l]	rk
 125. vuqPNsn esa iz;qDr ̂ ledkyhu* 'kCn dk 

lcls mi;qDr vFkZ gksxkµ
  (a) vkdfLed	 (b) lelkef;d
  (c) orZeku	 (d) vkèkqfud 
 126. dkSu&lk dFku vkt ds f'k{kd dh 

Hkwfedk ds ckjs esa lR; ugha gS\
  (a)	 ijEijkxr	 f'k{k.k	 fofèk;ksa	dks	NksM+k	

ugha	tk	ldrk

 	(b) f'k{kd	 fo|kfFkZ;ks a	 dh	 lgHkkfxrk	
lqfuf'pr	djrk	gS

  (c) ekuo	ewY;ksa	ij	mldh	vkLFkk	vfMx	
gksrh	gS	

  (d) f'k{kd	izsjd	gS]	Kkunkrk	ugha
 127. f'k{kd ls fdl izdkj dh ckèkk,¡ nwj 

djus dh vis{kk dh xbZ gS\
  (a) ikB&izLrqfr	ls	lEcfUèkr	
  (b) ikB	ds	Hkhrj	ls	mHkjus	okyh
  (c) ikB~;Øe	ls	tqM+h	gqbZ
  (d) ikB	i<+krs	gq,	vkus	okyh
 128. vkèkqfud dfork esa egÙoiw.kZ gSµ
  (a) Hkk"kk	vkSj	'kSyh 
  (b) ekuohdj.k	vkSj	fcacfoèkku
  (c) y;	vkSj	izokg
 	(d) Nan	vkSj	vyadkj
 129. dgkuh ds }kjk ys[ku fo|kfFkZ;ksa esa 

dYiuk'khyrk vkSj vfHkO;fDr dh 
dq'kyrk c<+kus ds fy, egRoiw.kZ 
xfrfofèk gks ldrh gSµ 

  (a) dgkuh	dk	foèkk&ifjorZu
 	(b) fufgr	dFkklw=kksa	dk	iYyou
  (c) dgkuh	dks	ekSf[kd	lqukus	dk	vH;kl
 	(d) dgkuh	dk	okpu
funsZ'k (iz'u la[;k 130 ls 135 rd) %	
fuEufyf[kr dkO;ka'k dks i<+dj iwNs x, 
iz'uksa  ds mÙkj nhft,µ
	 	vkdk'k	dk	lkiQk	ck¡èkdj	
	 	lwjt	dh	fpye	[khaprk
	 	cSBk	gS	igkM+
	 	?kqVuksa	ij	iM+h	gS	unh	pknj&lh
	 	ikl	gh	ngd	jgh	gS
	 	iyk'k	ds	taxy	dh	v¡xhBh
	 	vaèkdkj	nwj	iwoZ	esa
	 	fleVk	cSBk	gS	HksM+ksa	ds	xYys&lk
	 	vpkud	cksyk	eksj
	 	tSls	fdlh	us	vkokt	nhµ
	 	^vth	lqurs	gksA*
	 	fpye	vkSaèkh
	 	èkq¡vk	mBk
	 	lwjt	Mwck
	 	v¡èksjk	Nk	x;kA	
 130. vaèkdkj ds fleVdj cSBs gksus dk dkj.k 

gSµ
  (a) fdlku	vkx	lsad	jgk	gS
 	(b) vHkh	lw;kZLr	ugha	gqvk
  (c) LFkku	dk	vHkko	gS
 	(d) vHkh	lw;ksZn;	ugha	gqvk

 131. vpkud rqjr&iQqjr ?kVuk,¡ gksus dk 
dkj.k gSµ

  (a) lwjt	dk	Mwcuk	

  (b) v¡èksjk	Nk	tkuk

  (c) HksM+ksa	dk	fc[kj	tkuk

 	(d) ^lqurs	gks*	dh	vkokt

 132. ^^fleVk cSBk gS HksM+ksa ds xYys&lk**&fdl 
fodYi es a lHkh 'kCn ^xYyk* ds 
lekukFkhZ gSa \

  (a) xYyk]	lkSnk]	eky]	xksnke

 	(b) jsoM+]	>q.M]	HkhM+]	jsyk

  (c) HkhM+HkkM+]	jsyeisy]	HkxnM+]	>qjeqV	
(d) lewg]	HkhM+]	n'kZd]	>q.M

 133. dfork esa nks lekukFkhZ 'kCn gSa %
	 	1. vaèkdkj
  2. v¡èksjk
  bu nksuksa ds ckjs esa dkSu&lk dFku lR; 

gS\
  (a) nksuksa	rn~Hko	gSa	
	 	(b) igyk	rn~Hko	gS
  (c) nwljk	rn~Hko	gS	
	 	(d) nksuksa	rRle	gSa
 134. 'kke	dk	ltho	fp=k.k	djus	ds	fy,	fdl	

:id	dks	vuqi;qDr	ekuk	tk	ldrk	gS\
  (a) vkdk'k	dk	lkiQk
	 	(b) eksj	dh	vkokt
  (c) taxy	dh	v¡xhBh
 	(d) lwjt	dh	fpye
 135. iyk'k ou dks v¡xhBh dgk x;k gS] 

D;ksafdµ
  (a) taxy	esa	vkx	yxh	gksrh	gS
 	(b) iyk'k	 dh	 ydM+h	 tykus	 ds	 dke	

vkrh	gS	
  (c) f[kys	iyk'k	ds	ou	vkx	ds	leku	

fn[krs	gSa
 	(d) iyk'k	xzh"e	½rq	esa	iQwyrk	gS
 136. mPp izkFkfed Lrj ij cPpks a ds 

Hkk"kk&fodkl ds fy, t:jh gS fd 
_______ le`f¼ dk Hkk"kk] ______ o 
vU; fo"k;xr f'k{k.k ;qfDr esa mi;ksx 
fd;k tk,A

  (a)	 dykRed]	lkfgR;
 	(b) Hkkf"kd]	lkfgR;

  (c) ifjos'k]	Hkkf"kd	

 	(d) lkfgR;]	dyk
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 137. ^mPp izkFkfed Lrj dh fgUnh Hkk"kk dh 
ikB~;&iqLrdksa esa fgUnhrj Hkk"kk dks Hkh 
txg feyuh pkfg,A*µbl dFku dk 
vkSfpR; ugha gSµ 

  (a) fgUnhrj	Hkk"kk	ds	lkfgR;	ls	ifjfpr	

djkuk

 	(b) fgUnhrj	Hkk"kkvksa	dh	jpukµ'kSfy;ksa	ls	

ifjfpr	djkuk

  (c) fgUnhrj	 Hkk"kkvks s a	 ds	 ekè;e	 ls	

laosnukvksa	dks	foLrkj	nsuk

 	(d) fgUnhrj	Hkkf"k;ksa	ds	vkØks'k	dks	'kkUr	

djuk

138. fo|kfFkZ;ksa dh i<+us esa #fp txkus ,oa 

Hkk"kk&Kku esa òf¼ ds fy, ikB~;&iqLrd 

ds vfrfjDr ______A

  (a) ikB~;p;kZ	 lgxkeh	 fØ;kvks a	 dk	

vfèkdkfèkd	 vk;kstu	 fd;k	 tkuk	

pkfg,

 	(b) lekpkj&i=k]	 iksLVj	 dk	 fuekZ.k	

djok;k	tkuk	pkfg,

  (c) iBu	lkexzh	fodflr	dh	tk	ldrh	

gS

  (d) 'k Sf{kd	 Hk ze.k	 dk	 vfèkdkfèkd	

vk;kstu	fd;k	tkuk	pkfg,

 139. mPp izkFkfed Lrj ij cPpksa ds Hkk"kk;h 

vkdyu dh n`f"V ls lcls egÙoiw.kZ 

iz'u gSµ

  (a) olar	½rq	esa	uhydaB	ds	fy,	tkyh?kj	

esa	can	jguk	vlguh;	D;ksa	gks	tkrk	

Fkk	\

  (b) ysf[kdk	dks	uhydaB	dh	dkSu&dkSu&lh	

ps"Vk,¡	cgqr	Hkkrh	Fkha\

  (c) uhydaB	dh	u`R;&Hkafxdk	dks	vius	

'kCn&fp=k	esa	izLrqr	dhft,A

	 	(d) eksj&eksjuh	ds	uke	fdl	vkèkkj	ij	

j[ks	x,	gSa\

 140. Hkk"kk vftZr djus ds lUnHkZ esa ______ 
lokZfèkd egÙoiw.kZ gSA

  (a) le`¼	Hkk"kk&ifjos'k

 	(b) lapkj	ekè;eksa	dk	vfèkd	iz;ksx

  (c) fo|ky;h	ijh{kk&izfØ;k

 	(d) Hkkf"kd	iBu&lkexzh

 141. cgqHkkf"kd d{kk esa cPpksa dh Hkk"kkvksa 

dks LFkku nsus ds fy, vko';d gS fdµ

  (a) f'k{kd	cPpksa	dks	mudh	Hkk"kkvksa	esa	

gh	O;ogkj	djus	ds	fy,	dgs

 	(b) f'k{kd	cPpksa	ds	ekr`Hkk"kk&iz;ksx	dks	

Lohdkj	djs

  (c) f'k{kd	 cPpksa	 dh	 ekr`	 Hkk"kkvksa	 esa	

xhr&dfork	lqus

 	(d) f'k{kd	cPPkksa	dh	Hkk"kkvksa	dk	gh	iz;ksx	

djs

 142. vkBoha d{kk esa i<+us okyh :chuk 

fy[kus esa csgn dfBukbZ dk vuqHko 

djrh gSA lEHko gS fd og ______ ls 
xzflr gksA

  (a) fMLysfDl;k	

	 	(b) fMLxzkfiQ;k

  (c) Hkkok?kkr	

	 	(d) fMLdsydqfy;k

 143. fgUnh Hkk"kk ds fofoèk :iksa ls ifjfpr 

djkus esa ______ lokZfèkd lgk;d gSA

  (a) fgUnh	Hkk"kk	dk	lkfgR;	o	vU;	eqfær	

lkexzh	

  (b) fgUnh	Hkk"kk	dh	iqLrd	o	foKkiu

  (c) fgUnh	 Hkk"kk	 dh	 if=kdk]	 o	 ikB~;	

iqLRkd

  (d) fgUnh	Hkk"kk	ds	lekpkj&i=k	o	foKkiu

 144. Hkk"kk lh[kus vkSj Hkk"kk vftZr djus esa 

eq[; vUrj dk vkèkkj ugha gSµ

  (a) LokHkkfodrk	

	 	(b) lgtrk

  (c) O;kdj.k	

	 	(d) Hkk"kkbZ	ifjos'k

 145. ^L=kh dks lkSUn;Z dk izfreku cuk fn;k 

tkuk gh mldk caèku cu tkrk gSA*µbl 

fo"k; ij d{kk esa ppkZ dhft,A Hkk"kk 

dh ikB~;&iqLrd esa bl iz'u dks LFkku 

nsus dk D;k vkSfpR; gS \  
  (a) L=kh&cUèku	dh	ppkZ	djuk

 	(b) lkSUn;Z	izlkèkuksa	dk	fojksèk	djuk

  (c) Hkk"kk	dks	L=kh	foe'kZ	ls	tksM+uk

 	(d) lkSUn;Z&izfreku	cukuk
 146. ^ikB esa fBfB;kdj g¡lus yxh* tSlk 

okD; vk;k gSA fBfB;kuk 'kCn esa ̂ vkuk* 
izR;; dk iz;ksx gqvk gSA ̂ vkuk* izR;; ls 
cuus okys pkj lkFkZd 'kCn fyf[k,A*µ 
bl iz'u dk Lo:i _____ dks iksf"kr 
djrk gSA

  (a)	 lw=k	'kSyh;	O;kdj.k

 	(b) lUnHkZ	esa	O;kdj.k

  (c) ikB~;&iqLrdh;	O;kdj.k

 	(d) izR;;	dk	leLr	Kku

 147. mPp izkFkfed Lrj ij _____ ifjfpr 
djkus dh izfØ;k ij cy fn;k tkrk 
gSA 

  (a) ys[ku	izfØ;k	ls	

  (b) vyadkj	o	NUn	ls

  (c) lkfgfR;d	foèkkvksa	ls

 	(d) iBu	izfØ;k	ls

 148. mPp izkFkfed Lrj ij O;kdj.k fl[kkus 
dh fdl fofèk dks vki lokZfèkd 
egÙoiw.kZ ,oa mi;ksxh ikrs gSa\

  (a) fuxeu	fofèk	
  (b) ikB~;&iqLrdh;	fofèk
  (c) vuqokn	fofèk	
  (d) vkxeu	fofèk
 149. mPp izkFkfed Lrj ij Hkk"kk f'k{k.k dk 

mís'; ugha gSµ
  (a) Hkk"kk	 ds	 O;kdjf.kd	 fcUnqvksa	 dh	

ifjHkk"kkvksa	dks	tkuuk
 	(b) Hkk"kk	dh	ckjhdh	vkSj	lkSUn;Z	cksèk	dks	

le>us	dh	{kerk	dk	fodkl
  (c) fofHkUUk	lkfgfR;d	foèkkvksa	dh	le>	

dk	fodkl
 	(d) futh	vuqHkoksa	ds	vkèkkj	ij	Hkk"kk	dk	

l`tu'khy	iz;ksx
 150. ^Hkk"kk dh fu;ec¼ izÑfr dks igpkuuk 

vkSj mldk fo'ys"k.k djukA*µmPp 
izkFkfed Lrj ij Hkk"kk f'k{k.k dk 
_______

  (a) mís';	ugha	gS	

	 	(b) ,dek=k	mís';	gS

  (c) eq[;	mís';	gS	

	 	(d) mís';	gS
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ANSWERS AND EXPLANATIONS
1. (c) Individual differences in 

personality temperament can be observed 
from the day the child is born. Besides 
the differences in physical characteristics 
there are differences in ‘their emotional 
reactivity. Thomas and Chess (1970) 
found in their extensive study that 
reliable individual differences could 
be observed shortly after birth in such 
characteristics as activity level, attention 
span, adaptability to changes in the 
environment, and general mood. One 
infant might be characteristically active, 
easily distracted, and willing to accept 
new objects and people, another might 
be predominantly quiet, persistent in 
concentrating on an activity.

Biological inheritance is determined 
by the chromosomes and genes. You all 
have studied that females have twenty-
three pairs of chromosomes. Males 
have twenty-two pairs plus two singles 
represented as X Y, the X and Y are 
called sex chromosomes because our sex 
depends upon XX or XY combinations. 
Sets of chromosomes from different 
persons, of the same sex look very 
much alike but actually they differ a lot 
internally. These differences are most 
pronounced in unrelated individuals.

The environmental influences are 
those which act upon the organism, 
at the earlier stages of development 
within mother’s womb and later external 
environment which operates from the 
time of birth. The nucleus, chromosomes 
and genes are surrounded by a jelly 
like substance known as cytoplasm. 
The cytoplasm, is an intracellular 
environment,  because the genes 
surrounded by it are influenced by and 
in turn influence its characteristics. The 
outcome of the organism is determined 
by cytoplasm as well as its heredity. 
A new internal environment comes 
into existence, after the interaction of 
genes and cytoplasm has produced 
several cells. The actual structure of a 
cell depends upon its relation to other 

cells. Development in specific location 
determines the part of the body.

2. (c) Development implies overall 
changes in shape, form or structure. 
Development is a continuous and life 
long process. It starts with the birth of 
the child and ends with the death of 
the individual. Development describes 
the changes in the organism as a whole 
and does not list the changes in parts.  
According to Arnold Gessel, “Growth is 
the function of the organism rather than 
of the environment. The environment 
furnishes the soil and the surroundings for 
manifestation of development, but these 
manifestations come from inherent inner 
organism and an intrinsic physiology 
of development. Growth is a process 
so intricate and so sensitive that there 
must be powerful stabilizing factors, 
intrinsic balance of the total pattern 
and direction of the growth trend”. 
There are three principles of growth 
and development: the  ephalocaudal 
principle, the proximodistal principle, 
and the orthogenetic principle. These 
predictable patterns of growth and 
development allow us to predict how 
and when most children will develop 
certain characteristics.

3. (b)
4. (a) Progressive education is a 

pedagogical movement that began 
in the late nineteenth century; it has 
persisted in various forms to the present. 
The term progressive was engaged to 
distinguish this education from the 
traditional Euro-American curricula of 
the 19th century, which was rooted in 
classical preparation for the university 
and strongly differentiated by social 
class. By contrast, progressive education 
finds its roots in present experience. Most 
progressive education programs have 
these qualities in common:
	 •	 Emphasis on learning by doing – 

hands-on projects, expeditionary 
learning, experiential learning

 • Integrated curriculum focused on 
thematic units

 • Integration of entrepreneurship into 
education

 • Strong emphasis on problem solving 
and critical thinking

 • Group work and development of 
social skills

 • Understanding and action as the 
goals of learning as opposed to rote 
knowledge

 • Collaborative and cooperative 
learning projects

 • Education for social responsibility 
and democracy

 • Highly personalized learning 
accounting for each individual's 
personal goals

 • Integration of community service 
and service learning projects into 
the daily curriculum

 • Selection of subject content by 
looking forward to ask what skills 
will be needed in future society

 • De-emphasis on textbooks in favor 
of varied learning resources

 • Emphasis on lifelong learning and 
social skills

 • Assessment by evaluation of child's 
projects and productions

5. (d) Some of the strategies for 
handling learners with visual impairment 
in the classroom. The strategies include:  
Using large writing on the chalk board 
or visual aids
 • Using large writing on the chalk 

board or visual aids. The use of 
coloured chalks is recommended. 
Let the children come close to the 
board or teaching aids so that they 
can see more easily.

 • Read aloud what is written on the 
chalk board.

 • Prepare teaching aids that learners 
can read more easily such as large 
print materials. Other learners in 
the class could help prepare these or 
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they can be produced by enlarging 
font sizes on computer printout. This 
can also help learners who have 
difficulties in reading.

 • Learners may have difficulties 
seeing the lines on writing papers. 
They can be given papers with 
thicker lines drawn on it.

 • Some learners will benefit from 
using magnifying aids. Two types 
are available. Ones that enlarge 
the whole page or line magnifiers, 
which are a useful aid to reading

 • Encourage the learners to use a 
pointer or their finger when reading. 
Cover the rest of the page with paper 
except for the paragraph they are 
reading. Use a book stand to avoid 
reflection

 • Children with poor vision need 
to learn through touch as well as 
through hearing. They should be 
given a chance to handle objects.

 • Computers offer particular support 
to learners with visual impairment. 
They can print out a large print copy, 
read text on the screen using the text 
on a voice synthesizer or convert it 
in to Braille

6. (d) Cooperative learning  and peer 
tutoring should  be actively  promoted  
in an inclusive classroom. Cooperative 
learning methods help in achieving 
those complex abilities which cannot 
be achieved by individualistic and 
competitive methods. Cooperative 
learning as an instructional approach is 
based on positive task interdependence 
and reward interdependence. In this 
approach students work in a group and 
as a group. The Jigsaw method, Team-
games Tournament method, Problem 
Solving method, Group Investigation 
method and Project method have been 
found to be promising and appropriate 
for teaching primary classes. These 
methods can be used to teach curricular 
subjects and also to develop interpersonal 
skills/behaviors. Teacher can select 
appropriate cooperative learning method 
and learning situations depending on 
the nature of the subject and topic to be 
taught.

7.  (c)
8. (a) Dyslexia — Dyslexia has 

been around for a long time and has 
been defined in different ways. For 
example, in 1968, the World Federation 
of Neurologists defined dyslexia as 
“a disorder in children who, despite 
conventional classroom experience, fail 
to attain the language skills of reading, 
writing, and spelling commensurate with 
their intellectual abilities.” Dyslexia 
is not due to mental retardation, brain 
damage, or a lack of intelligence. It is 
caused by an impairment in the brain’s 
ability to translate images received from 
the eyes or ears into understandable 
language. The severity of dyslexia can 
vary from mild to severe. It is found more 
often in boys than in girls. The sooner 
dyslexia is treated, the more favorable 
the outcome; however, it is never too 
late for people with dyslexia to learn to 
improve their language skills (Schulte-
Körne, Warnke, & Remschmidt, 2006).

9. (b)  The  ability  to come up  with 
original  and divergent  solutions  to a 
problem  is a primary  characteristics 
of  creative children.  This is the ability 
to produce new ideas by bringing 
together elements usually thought of 
as independent or dissimilar and the 
aptitude for developing new meanings 
that have social value. Characteristics 
of creative and productive children's 
openness to experience, setting personal 
standards for evaluation, ability to play 
with ideas, willingness to take risks, 
preference for complexity, tolerance 
for ambiguity, positive self-image and 
the ability to become submerged in a 
task. Creative and productive children 
are identified through the use of tests, 
such as the Torrance Test of Creative 
Thinking or through demonstrated 
creative performance.

10. (c)  11. (d)  12. (a)
13. (c) Extrinsic motivation refers 

to behavior that is driven by external 
rewards such as money, fame, grades, 
and praise. This type of motivation 
arises from outside the individual, as 
opposed to intrinsic motivation, which 
originates inside of the individual.

14. (b)  15. (d) 16. (c) 17. (c)
18. (b)  19. (d)
20. (a) Schema theory is a branch of 

cognitive science concerned with how 
the brain structures knowledge. A schema 
is an organized unit of knowledge for a 
subject or event. It is based on past 
experience and is accessed to guide 
current understanding or action.

Schemas are dynamic – 
 • They develop and change based on 

new information and experiences 
and there by support the notion of 
plasticity in development. 

 • Schemas guide how we interpret 
new information and may be quite 
powerful in their influence (see work 
of Brewer and Treyens below).  

 • Schemas, or schemata, store both 
declarative (“what”) and procedural 
(“how”) information.

21. (d)
22. (d) Social interaction plays a 

fundamental role in the process of 
cognitive development. In contrast to 
Jean Piaget’s understanding of child 
development (in which development 
necessarily precedes learning), Vygotsky 
felt social learning precedes development. 
He states: “Every function in the child’s 
cultural development appears twice: 
first, on the social level, and later, on the 
individual level; first, between people 
(inter psychological) and then inside the 
child (intra psychological)”

23. (c)  24. (a) 25. (c) 26. (c)
27. (c)  28. (b) 29. (b) 30. (c)
31. (b) Greenwich mean time can be 

defined as the mean solar time at the 
Greenwich meridian, adopted as the 
standard time in a zone that includes the 
british Isles. Indian standard time can be 
defined as the time observed throughout 
India and Sri Lanka with a time offset of 
UTC+05:30. and the difference between 
GMT and IST is it varies in time duration 
that is IST is 5 hours  and 30 minutes 
ahead of GMT.

32. (c) 
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33. (a) Our atmosphere is divided 
into five layers which are: troposphere, 
stratosphere, mesosphere, thermosphere 
and exosphere.

Troposphere: It is the most important 
layer of the atmosphere. The air we 
breathe exists here. It has the following 
features:
 • Its average height is 13 km.
 • Almost all the weather phenomena 

occur in this layer. The weather 
phenomena include: Rainfall, Fog, 
Hailstorm etc.

Stratosphere: This layer is just above 
the troposphere and has the following 
features:
 • It extends to a height of 50 km.
 • It is almost free from clouds and 

associated weather phenomena that 
occur in the troposphere.

 • It is most ideal for flying aeroplanes 
since it is free from weather 
phenomena.

 • It contains a layer of ozone gas 
which protects us from the harmful 
effect of ultraviolet rays from the 
Sun. The depletion of the ozone 
layer of late is a serious concern for 
all of us.

Mesosphere: It is the third layer of 
the atmosphere and it lies above the 
stratosphere. It extends upto a height 
of 80 km. The burning of meteorites on 
entering from space occurs in this layer.

Thermosphere: It is the fourth layer 
and the layer above the mesosphere. In 
this layer, temperature rises very rapidly 
with increase in height. Ionosphere is a 
part of this layer. Thermosphere has the 
following features:
 • It extends between 80 to 400 km.
 • It helps in radio transmission. This 

layer is responsible for reflecting 
back of the radio waves that are 
transmitted from the Earth.

Exosphere: It is the uppermost layer 
of the atmosphere. It has very thin air. 
Light gases like helium and hydrogen 
float into the space from here.

34. (b) The Earth’s revolution not 
only affects but actually causes the 
temperature conditions that give us 
spring, summer, fall and winter seasons. 
Which season it is depends on whether 
you live in the Northern or Southern 
Hemisphere because the Earth’s axis 
tilts toward one of the two as it moves 
around the sun. The seasons are always 
opposite in each hemisphere. This 
rotational process causes the Sun to 
be higher in the sky in the winter and 
lower in the summer. The Earth orbits 
the Sun once a year, causing its two 
hemispheres to shift positions, either 
pointing toward the Sun or away from 
it. The hemisphere pointing toward the 
Sun is in summer and the hemisphere 
pointing away from it is in winter. The 
Earth’s axis, the imaginary line around 
which the planet spins, is tilted. This 
causes the planet to lean away from the 
Sun, receiving only indirect solar energy 
in the winter, and direct solar energy in 
the summer. Temperatures increase in 
the summer because the Sun’s energy is 
more concentrated.

35. (b) The air that we breathe is a 
mixture of many gases like oxygen, 
nitrogen, carbon dioxide, argon etc. The 
majority of the atmosphere is made up 
of nitrogen (78%) and oxygen (21%). 
The other gases that are present in small 
quantities are: Carbon dioxide (0.03%), 
Argon (0.93%) and Others ( helium, 
hydrogen, ozone). Tiny dust particles 
are also present in the air, apart from the 
above gases. 

Nitrogen: It is the gas that is most 
abundant in the air. Plants need nitrogen 
to make protein. Plants cannot take the 
gaseous nitrogen from air. Some bacteria 
live in soil and in roots of some plants. 
These bacteria take the nitrogen form air 
and change it to a form so that plants can 
utilize nitrogen.

Oxygen: It is the second most plentiful 
gas in the air. Oxygen plays an important 
role for human beings, animals and 
plants in the following ways. Most 
of the living beings need oxygen for 
respiration. Green plants produce oxygen 
during photosynthesis.

The consumption of oxygen by human 
beings and animals is replenished by the 
production of the same by plants. Hence, 
the oxygen content in the air remains 
balanced. Indiscriminate felling of trees 
disturbs this balance.

Carbon dioxide:  It  is another 
important gas. Green plants need carbon 
dioxide to carry out photosynthesis. 
Most of the living beings release carbon 
dioxide during respiration.

36. (a)
37. (a) Moraines are accumulations 

of dirt and rocks that have fallen onto 
the glacier surface or have been pushed 
along by the glacier as it moves. The 
dirt and rocks composing moraines can 
range in size from powdery silt to large 
rocks and boulders.

38. (b) Coniferous forest, vegetation 
composed primarily of cone-bearing 
needle-leaved or scale-leaved evergreen 
trees, found in areas that have long 
winters and moderate to high annual 
precipitation. The northern Eurasian 
coniferous forest is called the taiga, 
or the boreal forest. Both terms are 
used to describe the entire circumpolar 
coniferous forest with its many lakes, 
bogs, and rivers. Coniferous forests also 
cover mountains in many parts of the 
world. Pines, spruces, firs, and larches 
are the dominant trees in coniferous 
forests.

39. (c) Known as the second largest 
hydrological region in the world, the 
Ganga-Brahmaputra basin is also one 
of the oldest nurturers of people in the 
Indian subcontinent. The basin is one 
of the finest examples of the human’s 
interaction with the environment.  The 
basin shows varied trends in vegetation, 
which depend on the kind of landforms 
around the basin. We find tropical 
deciduous trees alongside the Ganga river 
and the Brahmaputra. Some common 
trees here are Sal, Teak and Peepal. The 
Brahmaputra’s plain particularly is home 
to Thick Bamboo groves while the delta 
region has plenty of mangrove forests. 
Due to obvious reasons, agriculture is 
the main occupation practised in the 
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basin. The main crops cultivated in this 
region is paddy while, maize, sorghum, 
millets, and grams are the secondary 
crops cultivated in the region. In some 
areas, cash crops like jute and sugarcane 
are also cultivated. Since the basin starts 
from north and halts in the northeast we 
find a variety of cultivation trends in the 
basin region. Apart from these crops, 
we also see banana plantation and Tea 
plantation. The main mode of agriculture 
here is Terrace farming.

40. (c) Swimmers  Float dead  sea 
because  the increased  salt  content  
makes  the sea dense . The waters of 
the Dead Sea are extremely saline, 
and, generally, the concentration of salt 
increases toward the lake’s bottom. That 
phenomenon can create two different 
masses of water in the lake for extended 
periods of time. Such a situation existed 
for some three centuries, lasting until 
the late 1970s. Down to a depth of about 
130 feet (40 metres), the temperature 
varied from 66 to 98 °F (19 to 37 
°C), the salinity was slightly less than 
300 parts per thousand, and the water 
was especially rich in sulfates and 
bicarbonates.

41. (c)  42. (d)
43. (a) Time actually determines 

thickness of soil profile. Layers of 
sand,clay,humus,weathered rocks etc. 
continue to get deposited over already 
present layers of soil...and one layer of 
soil takes 100 years to deposit. Another 
way is we can find by putting some soil 
in carbon dating.

44. (c) Classification of natural 
resources on the basis of distribution:

Ubiquitous Resource: Resources 
which are available everywhere on the 
Earth are called ubiquitous resources, 
e.g. air and water.

Localized Resource: Resources which 
are available at select locations on the 
Earth are called localized resources, e.g. 
coal mines in Jharkhand. Topography, 
climate and altitude are the major factors 
which affect the distribution of natural 
resources.

45. (c)  46.  (b) 47. (d)  48. (d)
49. (c) The Ain-i-Akbari or the 

"Administration of Akbar", is a 16th-
century detailed document recording the 
administration of the Mughal Empire 
under Emperor Akbar, written by his 
court historian, Abu'l Fazl in the Persian 
language. It forms Volume III and the 
final part of the much larger document, 
the Akbarnama (Account of Akbar), 
also by Abu'l-Fazl, and is itself in three 
volumes. The Ain-i-Akbari is the third 
volume of the Akbarnama containing 
information on Akbar's reign in the form 
of administrative reports, similar to a 
gazetteer. In Blochmann's explanation, 
"it contains the 'āīn' (i.e. mode of 
governing) of Emperor Akbar, and is 
in fact the administrative report and 
statistical return of his government as it 
was about 1590.

50. (a) Gurmukhi alphabet, writing 
system developed by the Sikhs in India 
for their sacred literature. It seems to 
have been modified from the Lahnda 
script, which is used to write the Punjabi, 
Sindhi, and Lahnda (now considered to 
consist of Siraiki and Hindko) languages. 
Lahnda, Gurmukhi, and two other scripts 
used in northwestern India—Sharada 
and Takri—make up a related group that 
is probably descended from a common 
ancestor. According to Sikh tradition, 
Gurmukhi (literally, “from the mouth 
of the Guru”) was invented in the  
mid-16th century by Angad, the second 
Sikh Guru (head of the Sikh religion), in 
order to correct certain inadequacies in 
the Lahnda script so that sacred literature 
might be accurately recorded. 

51. (d)  52. (c) 53.  (d)  54. (d)
55. (a) In the southern expedition 

he encountered with twelve kings 
and defeated them, set them at liberty 
and allowed them to rule as feudatory 
chiefs of the South. This policy of 
Samudragupta is described as Digvijaya 
or defeating the enemy kings of the 
South, Grahana or getting the authority 

over the kingdoms and then Anugraha 
allowing them to rule their Kingdoms 
under his Suzerainty.

56. (b) Ryotwari System
 • Ryotwari System was introduced by 

Thomas Munro in 1820.
 • Major areas of introduction include 

Madras, Bombay, parts of Assam 
and Coorgh provinces of British 
India.

 • In Ryotwari System the ownership 
rights were handed over to the 
peasants. British Government 
collected taxes directly from the 
peasants.

 • The revenue rates of Ryotwari 
System were 50% where the lands 
were dry and 60% in irrigated land.

 Mahalwari System
 • Mahalwari system was introduced in 

1833 during the period of William 
Bentick.

 • It  was introduced in Central 
Province, North-West Frontier, 
Agra, Punjab, Gangetic Valley, etc. 
of British India.

 • The Mahalwari system had many 
provisions of both the Zamindari 
System and Ryotwari System.

 • In this system, the land was divided 
into Mahals. Each Mahal comprises 
one or more villages.

 • Ownership rights were vested with 
the peasants.

 • The villages committee was held 
responsible for collection of the 
taxes.

57. (c)
58.  (d)  A dargah a shrine built over the 

grave of a revered religious figure, often 
a Sufi saint or dervish. Sufis often visit 
the shrine for ziyarat, a term associated 
with religious visits and pilgrimages.

59.  (a)
60. (a) Garrison towns :  A town 

containing a military base or  basically 
locations/places where army contingents 
are posted
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61.  (a)  62.  (d)  63.  (c)  64.  (c) 
65.  (d)  66.  (b)  67.  (b)  68.  (d) 
69.  (b)  70.  (b)  71.  (d)  72.  (a) 
73.  (d)  74.  (a)  75.  (c)  76.  (c) 
77.  (a)  78.  (c)  79.  (c)  80.  (d) 
81.  (c)  82.  (b)  83.  (b)  84.  (b) 
85.  (d)  86.  (b)  87.  (a)  88.  (c) 
89.  (b)  90.  (a)
91. (b) According to passage the 

statement,‘‘He/She does not enjoys a 
picnic in the train’’  is not true.

92. (b) The word ‘coupon’ given in the 
passage means ‘a railway ticket’.

93. (a) The phrase, ‘draws out’ as used 
in the passage means, ‘moves out’.

94. (d) The word ‘past’ in the sentence, 
‘‘People are pushing past you.’’ is a 
preposition that means, ‘in front of’ or 
‘beyond’.

95. (a)  96. (d) 97.  (b) 98. (c) 
99. (a)
100. (d) The neighbours meet in the 

spring season to fill the gaps in the wall.
101. (c) The neighbours have to use 

a spell to fix the irregular stones in the 
wall.

102. (c) The figure of speech used in 
the lines 9-10 is Irony.

103. (a) Metaphore
104. (b) The hunters' main aim is to 

catch the rabbits.
105. (b) The gaps in the wall are made 

by hunters.
106. (b) An endangered language is 

a language that is at risk of no longer 
being used, as its speakers shift to 
another language or die out. It is a serious 
concern.

107. (a) word collocations are words 
that go together naturally in English, e.g. 
deep feeling, heavy rain, strong smell.

108. (a) skimming reading is a 
technique that use rapid eye movement 
and keywords to move quickly through 
text for shightly different purposes.

109. (b) The sight words are developed 
by Dr. Edward Fry with the help of words 
in meaningful context in the 1950s which 
were updated in 1980.

110. (d) Language is a medium of 
expression of views of one person to 
others as members of a social groups 
by speaking, writing, signs which is 
governed by a system of rule.

111. (a) 
112. (c) Extensive reading is a reading 

methodology for pleasure and overall 
understanding of the text.

113. (d) 114. (c) 115. (a) 116. (b)
117. (c) Bottom-up approach to 

listening is applied when a listener 
understand language sound by sound 
or word by word, with less use of 
background knowledge.

118. (a) The teacher is creating (print) 
language rich environment in the 
classroom.

119. (d) 
120. (c) LAC stands for Language 

Across the Curriculum.
121. (c) vkWuykbu f'k{kk daI;wVj vk/kfjr 

vuqdwyh ijh{k.k iznku djrh gS vkSj oSdfYid 
f'k{kk vkSj fopkjksa dks c<+kok nsrh gSA vkWuykbu 
vkSj [kqys lwpuk iksVZy fdlh Hkh le; dgha ls 
Hkh lqyHk gSA vkWuykbu f'k{kk vkWuykbu lek/ku 
ds ekè;e ls de ykxr ij lsok,a iznku djrk 
gSA vkWuykbu f'k{k.k yphyk vkSj lqfo/ktud 
gSA dksbZ Hkh dgha Hkh i<+ ldrk gS] tgk¡ vki 
baVjusV dk mi;ksx dj ldrs gSaA

122. (d) Hkkjr esa dsoy 12 izfr'kr Nk=kksa dks 
fo'ofo|ky; esa izos'k feyrk gS] ftlds dkj.k 
vf/dka'k Nk=k&Nk=kk,a fdlh&u&fdlh dkj.ko'k 
fo'ofo|ky; f'k{kk ls oafpr jg tkrs gSaA

123. (d) 
124. (b) tks 'kCn nwljh Hkk"kkvksa ls fganh esa 

vk, gSa] mu 'kCnksa dks vkxr 'kCn ;k fojks/h 'kCn 
dgk tkrk gSA ^vkWuykbu* vaxzsth dk 'kCn gSA

^rRle* nks 'kCnksa ls feydj cuk gSµrr $ 
le] ftldk vFkZ gksrk gS T;ksa&dk&R;ksaA ftu 'kCnksa 
dks laLÑr Hkk"kk ls fcuk fdlh ifjorZu ds ys 
fy;k tkrk gS] mUgsa rRle 'kCn dgrs gSaA ^f'k{kk* 
laLÑr dk 'kCn gSA

125. (c) milxZ 'kCn dk vFkZ gksrk gSµlehi 
vkdj u;k 'kCn cukukA vFkkZr~ ;g fdlh 'kCn 

ds lkFk yxdj u;k 'kCn cukrk gSA Hkk"kk ds og 

lkFkZd ,oa NksVs [kaM tks fdlh 'kCn ds vkjaHk 

esa yx tkrs gSa ,oa mlls feydj fdlh nwljs 

'kCn dk fuekZ.k dj nsrs gSaA tSlsµfuj~ $ cy ¾ 

fucZy] lq $ iFk ¾ lqiFkA izR;; dh ifjHkk"kkµ,sls 

'kCn] ftudk Lora=k vfLrRo ugha gksrk] ysfdu os 

nwljs 'kCn ds ckn yxdj mudk vFkZ cny nsrs 

gSa] os izR;; dgykrs gSaA tSlsµHkqy $ vDdM+ 

¾ HkqyDdM+A

126. (c) vkWuykbu f'k{kk iz.kkyh ds ekè;e 

ls ?kj cSBs f'k{kk izkIr djuk ,d vR;ar gh 

lgt&lqyHk rjhds ls izkIr fd;k tk ldrk gSA 

;g vkWuykbu flLVe ds ekè;e ls ̂ [kqn dks lh[ks* 

vkSj lkeqnkf;d f'k{kk dks izksRlkfgr djrk gSA

127. (a) pwafd vkWuykbu f'k{kk yphyh vkSj 

lqfo/ktud gS vkSj ;g izR;sd Hkk"kk esa baVjusV 

ij miyC/ gSA ;g fganh Hkk"kk esa Hkh miyC/ gSA

128. (b) 129. (d) 130. (a) 131. (c) 
132. (b) ̂ vkd"kZ.k dk fu;e* fliQZ ;g ns[krk 

gS fd vki fdl pht ds ckjs esa lksp jgs gSaA fliQZ 

blfy, fd vki fdl pht ds ckjs esa lksp jgs 

gSa] vkd"kZ.k dk fu;e oks vkidks nsus yxrk gSA

vxj vki vPNk eglwl dj jgs gSSa rks vkids 
fopkj Hkh vPNs gks tk,¡xs vkSj vkids lkFk vPNh 
phtsa gksxhA ysfdu vxj vki cqjk eglwl djsaxs 
rks vkids fopkj Hkh cqjs gks tk,¡xs] vkSj vkids 
lkFk cqjk gksxkA

133. (c) tks 'kCn laKk ;k loZuke 'kCn dh 
fo'ks"krk crkrs gSa] mUgsa fo'ks"k.k dgrs gSaA mi;qZDr 
iz'u esa ^vkdf"kZr* dksbZ fo'ks"k.k ugha gSA

134. (d) 135. (c) 136. (c) 137. (b)
138. (c) 
139. (a) vkxeu fof/ ml fof/ dks dgrs 

gSa] ftlesa fo'ks"k rF;ksa rFkk ?kVukvksa ds fujh{k.k 

rFkk fo'ks"k.k }kjk lkekU; fu;eksa vFkok fl¼karksa 

dk fuekZ.k fd;k tkrk gSA

140. (b) voyksdu esa dkuksa rFkk ok.kh dh 

vis{kk us=kksa ds iz;ksx dh Lora=krk ij cy fn;k 

tkrk gSA vFkkZr~ ;g fdlh ?kVuk dks mlds 

okLrfod :i esa ns[kus ij cy nsrk gSA

141. (d) 
142. (b) blls cPpksa esa fparu {kerk dk 

fodkl gksrk gS vkSj os ikB dks Hkh vPNh rjg 

ls le> ikrs gSaA
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143. (d) cgqHkkf"kd	lekt	esa	fdlh	Hkk"kk	dk	

laizs"k.k	?kuRo	loZ=k	,d	tSlk	ugha	gskrk	gS	cfYd	

og	,d	Hkk"kk	{ks=k	ls	nwljs	Hkk"kk	{ks=k	ds	laidZ	

esa	vkus	ds	f{kfrtksa	ij	dkiQh	cnyrk	gSA	vr%	

vko';d	gS	fd	cPpksa	dh	ekr`Hkk"kk	dks	d{kk	esa	

LFkku	fn;k	tk,A

144. (b) mPp	izkFkfed	Lrj	ij	Hkk"kk&f'k{k.k	

dk	,d	egRoiw.kZ	mís';	f'k{kkFkhZ	dks	vius	Hkkf"kd	

O;ogkj	ds	izfr	vf/d&ls&vf/d	ltx	djuk	gSA

145. (c) 
146. (c) cgqHkkf"kdrk	 gekjs	 ns'k	 dh	 ,d	

lkaLÑfrd	fo'ks"krk	gS]	tks	fdlh&u&fdlh	:i	

esa	gj	d{kk	esa	ns[kh	tk	ldrh	gSA	fofHkUu	'kksèkksa	

ds	 ekè;e	ls	 og	ckr	iwjs	 fo'o	esa	 fl¼	gks	

pqdh	gS	fd	d{kk	esa	ekStwn	Hkk"kk	dh	fofo/rk	

tksM+us]	le>us	vkSj	O;Dr	djus	ds	rjhdksa	dk	

foLrkj	djrh	gSA

147. (c) 

148. (b) Hkk"kk	 f'k{k.k	dk	mís';	Hkk"kk	dh	

le>	vkSj	vfHkO;fDr	dk	fodkl	djuk	gSA

149. (a) mPp	izkFkfed	Lrj	ij	fganh	Hkk"kk	

lh[kus	ds	fy,	fofHkUu	fo"k;ksa]	fLFkfr;ksa]	?kVukvksa	

vkSj	ekSf[kd@fyf[kr@lkadsfrd	:i	ls	dgus&lquus@

iz'u	 iwNus]	 fVIi.kh	djus]	viuh	 jk;	 nsus	dh	

miyC/rk	gksuh	pkfg,A

150. (b) 

qqq



Directions: Answer the following 
questions by selecting the correct/
most appropriate options.
	 1. The development from central 

part of the body towards 
peripheries or extremities denotes 
the—

	 	 (a) pr inciples  of  radia ted 
development

	 	 (b) principles of decentralized 
development

  (c) principles of proximodistal 
development

	 	 (d) pr inc ip les  of  cascade 
development

	 2. School is an institution of 
socialization of children where—

	 	 (a) school children occupy the 
central position

  (b) school routines occupy the 
central position

  (c) school activities occupy the 
central position

 	 (d) school teachers occupy the 
central position

	 3. If you join a teacher fraternity 
and choose to dress like most of 
the others in your group, you are 
exhibiting—

	 	 (a) group identity
	 	 (b) obedience
  (c) compliance
	 	 (d) conformity

	 4. The concept of object permanence 
is attained during Piaget’s ____ 
stage of development.

	 	 (a) sensorimotor
	 	 (b) preoperational
  (c) concrete operational
	 	 (d) formal operational
	 5. Individualized Education 

Programme is planned from 
the perspective of—

	 	 (a) Special Education Programme
 	 (b) Child-centered Education 

Programme
  (c) Open School Education 

Programme
	 	 (d) e - L e a r n i n g  E d u c a t i o n 

Programme
	 6. Between ____ months of age, 

most children begin to combine 
words into short sentences while 
speaking.

	 	 (a) 12 and 18
	 	 (b) 18 and 24
  (c) 24 and 30
	 	 (d) 30 and 36
	 7. The concept of Intelligence 

Quotient or IQ was developed 
by—

	 	 (a) Galton	 (b) Binet
  (c) Stern	 (d) Terman
	 8. Creativity is thought to be related 

to the concept of—
	 	 (a)	 fluid	 intelligence
	 	 (b) crystallized intelligence
  (c) convergent thinking
	 	 (d) divergent thinking

	 9. T h e  a c c e p t a b l e  s o u n d 
combinations of a language are 
specified in its ____ rules.

	 	 (a) phonological	(b) grammatical
  (c) syntactic	 (d)	 inflection
	10. The position where thought 

patterns are influenced by 
language is called—

	 	 (a) cultural tendency
	 	 (b) linguistic determination
  (c) cognitive bias
	 	 (d) sociolinguistic genesis
	11. Ravi repairs appliances by testing 

hypothesis about the cause of 
the malfunction based on his 
experiences with the symptoms. 
He uses—

	 	 (a) insight	 (b) algorithms
  (c) mental set	 (d) heuristics
	12. Divya often divides the assigned 

job into small tasks which she 
can handle easily. She is using—

	 	 (a) reductionism
	 	 (b) secondary elaboration
  (c) subgoal analysis
	 	 (d)	functional	fixedness
	13. “Society determines the roles of 

male and female.” This statement 
articulates—

	 	 (a) gender as an inherent construct
 	 (b) gender as a hereditary 

endowment
  (c) gender as an intuitive construct
 	 (d) gender as a social construct
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	14. Grading, coding, marking and 
credit accumulation systems are 
some of the examples of—

	 	 (a) evaluation procedure of answer 
sheets of the examination

	 	 (b) symbolizing position of 
children in the class

  (c) depicting the academic 
progress in report card

  (d) scoring procedure of assessment 
of learners’ achievement

	15. Assessment  of  learners’ 
achievement helps the teachers 
to—

	 	 (a) maintain the performance 
record of learners

  (b) evaluate the effectiveness of 
pedagogy

  (c) make ability grouping of 
learners in the classrooms

 	 (d) prepare activity log for teaching
	16. Inclusive Education is based on 

the principle of—
	 	 (a) social equilibrium
	 	 (b) equity and equal opportunities
  (c) s o c i a l  e x i s t e n c e  a n d 

globalization
	 	 (d) world brotherhood
	17. The Rights of Persons with 

Disabilities Act has been enacted 
in the year—

	 	 (a) 1992	 (b) 1995
  (c) 1999	 (d) 2016
	18. Children with individual 

differences should be taught in 
a school having teachers—

	 	 (a) to teach in different sections 
of classrooms based on their 
individual differences

	 	 (b) trained to use different 
pedagogy to meet their diverse 
learning needs

  (c) trained to teach children with 
specific	individual	differences

	 	 (d) trained to make them 
homogeneous learners

	19. The Right of Children to Free 
and Compulsory Education 
Act, 2009 ensures the rights of 
children with disabilities to free 
education from—

	 	 (a) 6 years to 18 years
	 	 (b) 3 years to 18 years
  (c) 6 years to 14 years
	 	 (d) 6 years to 22 years
	20. Providing teaching-learning 

materials in accessible formats to 
the diverse learners implies—

	 	 (a) Universal Inclusive Education 
Ethical Considerate

  (b) Universal Code of Teaching 
Practices

  (c) U n i v e r s a l  H u m a n i s t i c 
Approach of Teaching

 	 (d) Universal Design of Learning
	21. ____ involves self-awareness and 

control of congnitive abilities, e.g., 
planning, reviewing and revising, 
etc.

	 	 (a) Centration
	 	 (b) Metacognition
  (c) Cognition
	 	 (d) Accommodation
	22. When children think to interpret 

the received information 
according to their experiences, 
it is called—

	 	 (a)	 reflective	 thinking
	 	 (b) creative thinking
  (c) abstract thinking
	 	 (d) concrete thinking
	23. Teaching learners at varying 

levels of difficulty based on the 
ability of individual learner is 
known as—

	 	 (a) differentiated instruction
	 	 (b) selective instruction
  (c) precision teaching
	 	 (d) errorless instruction
	24. Maintenance is the specific stage 

of learning which is antecedent 
to ____ stage of learning.

	 	 (a) acquisition
	 	 (b) motivation
  (c) independent
	 	 (d) generalization
	25. Zajonc believes that cognition 

and emotion are—

	 	 (a) interdependent
	 	 (b) independent
  (c) interrelated
	 	 (d) integrated
	26. A teacher is teaching children 

by demonstration of a task to 
correct the performances of an 
already learned task. He is using 
_____ method of teaching.

	 	 (a) imitation	 (b) observation
  (c) correction	 (d) modelling
	27. According to Mann and Janis, 

decision maker children analyze 
the problem, list the alternatives 
and weigh each option for its 
advantages and disadvantages. 
His behaviour reflects—

	 	 (a) surveillance
	 	 (b) vigilant
  (c) outgoing
	 	 (d) autocratic
	28. In ____ thinking, a child as a 

problem solver evaluates the 
truth or likelihood of statements.

	 	 (a) creative
	 	 (b) aesthetic
  (c) abstract
	 	 (d) logical
	29. The task in which the children 

get experience while enjoying 
themselves is known as—

	 	 (a) drill and practice task
	 	 (b) consumer type task
  (c) producer type task
	 	 (d) problem type task
	30. Multisensory approach in 

teaching-learning is  the 
simultaneous use of visual, 
auditory, tactile and ____ senses 
to enhance learning.

	 	 (a) kinesthetic
	 	 (b) vestibular
  (c) perceptual
	 	 (d) observational
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Directions: Answer the following 
questions by selecting the correct/
most appropriate options.
	31. Wind vane is used for measuring—
	 	 (a) wind velocity
  (b) air pressure
  (c) wind direction
  (d) air temperature
	32. Which one of the following layers 

of the atmosphere helps in the 
transmission of radio waves?

	 	 (a) Stratosphere 
  (b) Mesosphere
	 	 (c) Thermoshpere 
  (d) Exosphere
	33. Identify the various layers of the 

Earth in order from interior to 
the outermost layer:

	 	 (a) Curst, mantle, outer core, inner 
core

  (b) Mantle, crust, outer core, inner 
core

	 	 (c) Inner core, outer core, crust, 
mantle

  (d) Inner core, outer core, mantle, 
crust

	34. Observe carefully the location of 
the Sun, Earth and Moon in the 
given diagram and tell what it 
depicts:

Sun Earth

Moon

	 	 (a) Solar eclipse (b) Lunar eclipse
	 	 (c) Spring tide (d) Neap tide

	35. When the river enters the plain, 
it bends and flows forming large 
bends known as—

	 	 (a)	 levee	 (b)	 floodplain
	 	 (c) meander (d) oxbow lake
	36. Which means of transport 

is extremely useful in most 
inaccessible areas and in time of 
calamities for rescuring people 
and distributing food, water, 
clothes and medicines?

	 	 (a) Airways (b) Railways
	 	 (c) Roadways (d) Waterways
	37. The branch of geography which 

deals with compostion of a 
particular human population is 
called—

	 	 (a) urban geography
  (b) biogeography
  (c) demography
  (d) human geography
	38. Assertion (A):
  The Sun sets in Gujarat about 

two
  hours after Arunachal Pradesh.
  Reason (R):
  Arunachal Pradesh is on a higher
  latitude than Gujarat.
  Select the correct option from 

the given alternatives.
	 	 (a) Both (A) and (R) are true, and 

(R) explains (A)
  (b) Both (A) and (R) are true, but 

(R) does not explain (A)
	 	 (c) (A) is true and (R) is false
  (d) (A) is false and (R) is true
	39. Which one of the following is 

a non-conventional source of 
energy?

	 	 (a) Firewood (b) Natural gas
	 	 (c) Solar energy (d) Coal
	40. The breeding of fish in specially 

constructed tanks and ponds is 
known as—

	 	 (a) sericulture (b) viticulture
	 	 (c) horticulture (d) pisciculture

	41. A narrow strip of land joining 
two landmasses is known as—

	 	 (a) strait (b) isthmus
	 	 (c) island (d) bay
	42. Which one of the following 

continents is smallest in size?
	 	 (a) Australia 
  (b) South America
	 	 (c) Africa 
  (d) Europe
	43. At the upper primary stage, 

Social Science comprises of—
	 	 (a) History, Geography, Political 

Science, Psychology
  (b) History, Geography, Economics, 

Sociology
	 	 (c) History, Geography, Political 

Science, Economics
  (d) History, Geography, Political 

Science, Sociology
	44. Inductive learning is contradictory 

to which one of the following 
approaches?

	 	 (a) Expository teaching
  (b) Structure training
  (c) Simulation
  (d) Mastery learning
	45. Read the given statements A and 

B and select the correct answer:
	 	 A. Critical thinking promotes 

the building of concepts, 
application and expansion 
of ideas.

  B. It does not help in under-
standing and evaluating 
arguments and beliefs of 
others.

	 	 (a) A is true and B is false
  (b) A is false and B is true
  (c) Both A and B are false
  (d) Both A and B are true
	46. What is an empirical evidence?
	 	 (a) Data gathered in the real world 

through the senses
  (b) A numeric approach for 

research
  (c) Data measured in metric units
  (d) Data gathered using reliable 

methods of data collection

PART-II : SOCIAL STUDIES/SOCIAL SCIENCE
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	47. The models/replicas of physical 
features are most suitable for 
teaching—

	 	 (a) History
  (b) Economics
  (c) Geography
  (d) Political Science
	48. The collection of weather 

information from the local 
neswpaper is an example of which 
type of source?

	 	 (a) Primary
  (b) Secondary
  (c) Tertiary
  (d) Both primary and tertiary
	49. In which type of classroom, the 

students with learning disabilities 
learn alongside other students?

	 	 (a) Exclusive (b) Special
	 	 (c) Inclusive (d) Modern
	50. Who has given the following 

theory?
  “All children go through the 

same sequence of development, 
but at different rates. Therefore 
teacher must plan activities for 
individual children and small 
groups, not just for the class as 
a whole.”

	 	 (a) C. L. Ogden (b) D. Purcell
	 	 (c) J. H. Bell (d) J. Piaget
	51. In order to promote cooperative 

learning in the classroom, a 
teacher should—

	 	 (a) engage students in debate and 
discussions

  (b) give them individual projects
	 	 (c) divide the class in small groups 

for work
  (d) provide them various sources 

to do the projact
	52. A self-guided, self-disciplined 

thinking which attempts to 
reason at the highest level of 
quality in a fair-minded way is 
called—

	 	 (a) critical thinking
  (b) complex thinking
  (c) intelligent thinking
  (d) abstract thinking

	53. The colours used in the Ajanta 
Caves Paintings have been 
derived from which of the 
following materials?

	 	 (a) Remains of animal organs
  (b) Graphite
  (c) Plants and minerals
  (d) Slate
	54. The earliest manuscripts were 

written on—
	 	 (a) palm leaves (b) stones
	 	 (c) paper (d) wood
	55. Which one of the following 

periods is longest in the human 
history?

	 	 (a) Palaeolithic (b) Mesolithic
	 	 (c) Neolithic (d) Megalithic
	56. Read the given statements A and 

B and select the correct answer:
	 	 A. Mehrgarh is located in a 

fertile plain near Bolan Pass 
of Pakistan.

  B. Evidences of forming and 
herding are found here.

	 	 (a) A is true and B is false
  (b) A is false and B is true
  (c) Both A and B are false
  (d) Both A and B are true
	57. In which one of the following 

States of India, the largest 
number of Harappan sites have 
been found?

	 	 (a) Punjab
  (b) Haryana
  (c) Gujarat
  (d) Jammu and Kashmir
	58. ‘Rig Veda’ was originally 

composed in which one of the 
following languages?

	 	 (a) Brahmi (b) Pali
	 	 (c) Sanskrit (d) Prakrit
	59. The first ruler of Magadha Maha-

janapadas in the sixth century 
BC was—

	 	 (a) Mahavira (b) Prasenjit
	 	 (c) Bimbisara (d) Ajantashatru
	60. Which one of the following is 

not among the three jewels of 
Buddhism?

	 	 (a) Buddha (b) Dhamma
	 	 (c) Ahimsa (d) Sangha
	61. Who among the following elects 

the Rajya Sabha Members?
	 	 (a) Vo t e r s  i n  A s s e m b l y 

Constituencies
  (b) Voters in Parliamentary 

Constituencies
  (c) Lok Sabha Members
  (d) Members of Legislative 

Assemblies (MLAs)
	62. Which of the following systems 

of government was adopted by 
India?

	 	 (a) Parliamentary and Unitary
  (b) Presidential and Federal
  (c) Presidential and Unitary
  (d) Parlimentary and Federal
	63. How many Parliamentary 

Constituencies are reserved for 
the Scheduled Castes?

	 	 (a) 48 (b) 84
	 	 (c) 47 (d) 74
	64. Which on of the following 

Fundamental Rights is violated 
due to practice of untouchability 
in India?

	 	 (a) Right to Equality
  (b) Right to Freedom
  (c) Right against Exploitation
  (d) Right to Constitutional 

Remedies
	65. As per the Constitution of India, 

which one of the following is not 
a Fundamental Right?

	 	 (a) Right to Education
  (b) Right against Exploitation
  (c) Right to Freedom of Religion
  (d) Right to Property
	66. Untouchability refers to the 

discrimination on the basis of—
	 	 (a) physical disability
  (b) gender
  (c) caste
  (d) race
	67. Who appoints the Chief Minister?
	 	 (a) The President
  (b) The Prime Minister
  (c) The Governor
  (d) The Chief Justice of the High 

Court
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	68. Who appoints the Governor?
	 	 (a) The Prime Minister
  (b) The Chief Minister
	 	 (c) The Chief Justice of India
  (d) The President
	69. Who elects the Prime Minister?
	 	 (a) The Council of Ministers
  (b) The Chief Ministers
  (c) MPs
  (d) MPs and MLAs
	70. Who among the following is called 

the first citizen of India?
	 	 (a) The Chief Justice of India
  (b) The Home Minister
  (c) The President
  (d) The Prime Minister
	71. Who among the following is 

called the first citizen of a State 
in India?

	 	 (a) The Chief Justice of the High 
Court

  (b) The Home Minister
  (c) The Governor
  (d) The Chief Minister
	72. The current Lok Sabha (from 

2014 onwards) is the—
	 	 (a) 13th (b) 14th
	 	 (c) 15th (d) 16th
	73. Who is the current President of 

India?
	 	 (a) Narendra Modi
  (b) Pratibha Patil
  (c) M. Venkaiah Naidu
  (d) Ram Nath Kovind
	74. Which of the following is not 

mentioned in the Constitution 
of India?

	 	 (a) Names of the States and Union 
Territories

  (b) Structure of the Government
  (c) Names of political parties
  (d) Rights of the citizens
	75. Who nominates Members to the 

Rajya Sabha?
	 	 (a) The President
  (b) The Vice President
  (c) The Prime Minister
  (d) The Chief Justice of the 

Supereme Court

	76. Who among the following was 
the President of the Constituent 
Assembly of India?

	 	 (a) C. Rajagopalachari
  (b) Dr. B. R. Ambedkar
  (c) Dr. Rajendra Prasad
  (d) Jawaharlal Nehru
	77. Who among the following was the 

only Indian Governor-General of 
India?

	 	 (a) Dr. Sarvepalli Radhakrishnan
  (b) B. Pattabhi Sitaramayya
  (c) T. T. Krishnamachari
  (d) C. Rajagopalachari
	78. When was the Constitution of 

India adopted?
	 	 (a) August 15, 1947
  (b) November 26, 1947
  (c) November 26, 1949
  (d) January 26, 1950
	79. Who among the following played 

a decisive role in integrating the 
Princely States of India?

	 	 (a) Jawaharlal Nehru
  (b) Sardar Valabhabhai Patel
  (c) Dr. B. R. Ambedkar
  (d) C. Rajagopalachar
	80. Which of the following deal with 

the matters in the Concurrent 
List of the Constitution of India?

	 	 (a) Union Government and State 
Governments

  (b) State Government and Local 
Government Bodies

	 	 (c) Union Territories
  (d) Local Government Bodies
	81. Who among the following was 

the Chairman of the Drafting 
Committee in the Constituent 
Assembly of India?

	 	 (a) C. Rajagopalachari
  (b) Dr. B. R. Ambedkar
  (c) Dr. Rajendra Prasad
  (d) Jawaharlal Nehru
	82. In the 18th century, under whom 

did Bengal gradually break away 
from the Mughal control?

	 	 (a) Murshid Quli Khan
  (b) Nadir Shah
  (c) Alivardi Khan
  (d) Burhan-ul-Mulk

	83. Who among the following 
Governor- Generals decided that 
Bahadur Shah Zafar would be the 
last Mughal emperor and after 
his death none of the descendents 
would be recognized as a ruler?

	 	 (a) Lord Dalhousie
  (b) William Bentinck
  (c) Lord Canning
  (d) Loard Cornwallis
	84. Which Governor-General 

declared that Awadh was being 
misgoverned and British rule 
was needed to ensure proper 
administration?

	 	 (a) Lord Ripon
  (b) Lord Canning
  (c) Lord Dalhousie
  (d) Lord Mountbatten
	85. Which ruler of Kanpur called 

himself ‘Peshwa’?
	 	 (a) Nana Saheb
  (b) Bajirao I
	 	 (c) Bajirao II
  (d) Bahadur Shah Zafar
	86. The best methodology to teach 

the theme ‘Factory’ would be—
	 	 (a) to narrate a story
  (b) to invite a resource person
  (c) to organize a visit to an 

industrial
	 	 (d)	to	 screen	 a	 documentary	film
	87. What is EDUSAT?
	 	 (a) The rocket that carries man-

made satellites to be placed 
in the orbit around the Sun

  (b) A newly discovered planet in 
the solar system

  (c) An asteroid found between the 
orbits of Mars and Jupiter

  (d) A man-made Indian satellite
	88. The verses and ideas of which 

one of following personalities have 
been preserved in ‘Panchvani’ and 
‘Bijak’?

	 	 (a) Mirabai 
  (b) Kabir
	 	 (c) Guru Nanak 
  (d) Ravidas
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	89. The mural painting from Ellora 
Caves which shows Vishnu as 
Narasimha, the man-lion, is a 
work of which period?

	 	 (a) Gurjara-Pratihara period
  (b) Rashtrakuta period

  (c) Chalukya period
  (d) Gupta period
	90. Which one of the following 

organizations believes in 
Upanishads?

	 	 (a) Brahma Samaj
  (b) Ramakrishna Mission
  (c) Satyashodhak Samaj
  (d) Seva Samaj

PART-III : LANGUAGE-I (ENGLISH)

Directions: Read the passage carefully 
and answer the questions that follow 
(Q. Nos. 91 to 99) by selecting the 
correct/most appropriate options.
Born out of the forces of globalization, 
India’s IT sector is undertaking some 
globalization of its own. In search of new 
sources of rapid growth, the country’s 
outsourcing giants are aggressively 
expanding beyond their usual stomping 
grounds into the developing world; 
setting up programming centres, chasing 
new clients and hiring local talent. 
Through	 geographic	 diversification,	
Indian compaines hope to regain 
some momentum after the recession. 
This shift is being driven by a global 
economy in which the US is no longer 
the undisputed engine of growth. India’s 
IT powers rose to prominence largely 
on the decisions made by American 
executives, who were quick to capitalize 
on the cost savings to be gained by 
outsourcing noncore operations, such as 
systems programming and call centres, 
to specialists overseas.
Revenues in India’s IT sector surged 
from $4 billion in 1998 to $59 billion 
last	 fiscal,	 but	 with	 the	 recession	
NASSCOM forecasts that the growth 
rate of India’s exports of IT and other 
business services to the US and Europe 
will drop to at most 7% in the current 
fiscal	 year,	 down	 from	 16%	 last	 year	
and 29% in 2007–08.
Factors other than the crisis are driving 
India’s	IT	firms	into	the	emerging	world.	
Although the US still accounts for 60% 
of the export revenue of India’s IT sector, 
emerging markets are growing faster. 
Tapping these more dynamic economies 

won’t be easy, however. The goal of 
Indian	 IT	 firms	 for	 the	 past	 30	 years	
has been to woo clients outside India 
and transfer as much of the actual work 
as possible back home, where lower 
wages for highly skilled programmers 
allowed	 them	 to	 offer	 significant	 cost	
savings.With costs in other emerging 
economies	 equally	 low,	 Indian	 firms	
can’t compete on price alone.
To adapt, Indian companies which are 
relatively unknown in these emerging 
nations are establishing major local 
operations around the world, in the 
process hiring thousands of locals. 
Cultural	 conflicts	 arise	 at	 times	 while	
training new recruits. In addition, IT 
firms	 also	 have	 to	 work	 extra	 hard	 to	
woo business from emerging-market 
companies still unaccustomed to the 
concept of outsourcing. If successful, 
the future of India’s outsourcing sector 
could prove as bright as its past.
	91. What is the author trying to 

convey through the phrase 
“India’s IT sector is undertaking 
some globalization of its own”?

	 	 (a) India has usurped America’s 
position as the leader in IT.

	 	 (b) The  Indian IT sector is 
competing with other emerging 
nations for American business.

  (c) The Indian IT sector is 
considering outsourcing to 
developing economies.

 	 (d)	Indian	 IT	 firms	 are	 engaging	
in expanding their presence 
internationally.

	92. Which of the following factors 
made the services offered by the 
Indian IT attractive to the US?

	 	 A. Indian IT companies had 
expertise in rare core 
operations

	 	 B. The US lacked the necessary 
infrastructure and personnel 
to handle mass call centre 
operations

	 	 C. Inability of other equally cost-
efficient developing countries 
to comply with their strict 
policies

	 	 (a) None
	 	 (b) Only A
  (c) Only A and B
	 	 (d) Only C
	93. What has caused Indian IT firms 

to change the way they conduct 
business in developing countries?

	 	 (a) The volume of work being 
awarded cannot be handled 
by	 Indian	firms

	 	 (b) The demands of these markets 
are different from those of 
India’s traditional customers

  (c) Wages demanded by local 
workers are far higher than 
what they pay their Indian 
employees

 	 (d) Stringent laws which are not 
conducive to outsourcing

	94. What do the NASSCOM statistics 
about Indian IT exports indicate?

	 	 (a) Drop in demand for IT services 
by Europe and the US

  (b) Indian IT firms charge 
exorbitantly for their services

  (c) India has lost out to other 
emerging IT hubs

  (d) The Indian IT sector should 
undergo restructuring
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	95. According to the passage, which 
one of the following is not a 
difficulty that Indian IT firms 
will face in emerging markets?

	 	 (a) Mindset resistant to outsourcing
  (b) Local IT services are equally 

cost-effective
  (c) The US is their preferred 

outsourcing destination
	 	 (d)	Conflicts	 arising	 during	 the	

training of local talent
	96. Which of the following is/are 

not true in the context of the 
passage?

	 	 A. The recession severely 
impacted the US but not 
India.

	 	 B. India is trying to depend 
less on the US as a source 
of growth.

	 	 C. The future success of 
Indian IT firms depends on 
emerging markets.

	 	 (a) Only B and C
	 	 (b) Only A
  (c) Only B
	 	 (d) All A, B and C
	97. Which one of the following words 

is most similar in meaning to the 
word ‘chasing’ as used in the 
passage?

  (a) Running (b) Harassing 
  (c) Pestering (d) Pursuing
	98. Which one of the following words 

is most opposite to the meaning of 
the word ‘undisputed’ as used in 
the passage?

	 	 (a) Challenging	 (b) Doubtful
  (c) Deprived	 (d) Emphasized
	99. Other than crisis, what is driving 

IT companies to seek other 
options?

	 	 (a) The US makes more than 60% 
of India’s export revenue

  (b) Emerging markets
  (c) None of the above
  (d) Both (a) and (b)

Directions: Read the extract given 
below and answer the question 
that follow (Q. Nos. 100 to 105) 
by selecting the correct/most 
appropriate options.
Break, Break, Break,
 On thy cold gray stones, O Sea !
And I would that my tongue could 
utter
 The thoughts that arise in me.
O, well for the fisherman’s boy,
 That he shouts with his sister at 
play!
O, well for the sailor lad,
 That he sings in his boat on the 
bay!
And the stately ships go on
 To their haven under the hill;
But O for the touch of a vanish’d 
hand,
 And the sound of a voice that 
is still!
Break, Break, Break
 At the foot of the crage, O Sea!
But the tender grace of a day that 
is dead
 Will never come back to me.
	100. What is ‘breaking’ in ‘Break, 

Break, Break’?
	 	 (a) The sea
  (b) Poet’s heart
  (c) The wind
  (d) The sunshine through the 

clouds
	101. The mood of the speaker in 

‘Break, Break, Break’ is—
	 	 (a) contemplative and hopeful
  (b) lightearted
  (c) somber and grieved
  (d) energized
	102. The speaker in ‘Break, Break, 

Break’ observes all the following, 
except—

	 	 (a) children playing
  (b) a sailor boy singing
  (c) a lady in a tower
  (d) ships coming in
	103. The speaker of ‘Break, Break, 

Break’ cannot—
	 	 (a) feel (b) see
  (c) speak (d) hear

	104. In the first two lines of the poem, 
the poet uses—

	 	 (a) simile (b) apostrophe
  (c) assonance (d) metaphor
	105. The phrase ‘haven under the hill’ 

is an example of—
	 	 (a) simile
  (b) metaphor
  (c) alliteration
	 	 (d)	personification
Directions: Answer the following 
questions (Q. Nos. 106 to 120) by 
selecting the correct/most appropriate 
options.
	106. Which one of the following does 

not come under the principle of 
selection and gradation?

	 	 (a) Accuracy (b) Availability
  (c) Coverage (d) Frequency
	107. The phenomenon, where a single 

word is associated with two 
or several related meanings, is 
known as—

	 	 (a) homonyms (b) homograph
  (c) polysemy (d) homonymy
	108. “The dog lived in the garden, but 

the cat, who was smarter, lived 
inside the house” is an example 
of—

	 	 (a) simple sentence
  (b) complex compound sentence
  (c) complex sentence
  (d) compound sentence
	109. If a student of language is 

cramming his/her answers, then 
he/she would not be able to—

	 	 (a) attempt question answers
  (b) attempt vocabulary-based 

exercise
  (c) attempt structural questions
  (d) attempt creative writing
	110. During reading, if a student is 

piercing information together as 
they read a text keeping track of 
what is happening, he/she is—

	 	 (a) inferring (b) skimming
  (c) paraphrasing (d) synthesizing
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	111. Which one of the following does 
not affect the intonation?

	 	 (a) Voice/Pronunciation
  (b) Tone
  (c) Rhythm
  (d) Loudness
	112. _____ are involved in thinking.
	 	 (a) Image, language, imagination, 

proposition
  (b) Image, imagination, concept, 

proposition
  (c) Imagination, language, concept, 

proposition
  (d) Image, language, concept, 

proposition
	113. Language laboratory is the place 

where the learners have to listen 
on headphone. The language labs 
are set up with a view to provide 
listening activities in order to 
develop—

	 	 (a) analysis habit
  (b) speech habit
  (c) criticizing habit
  (d) listening activities
	114. Grammar-translation method is 

basically used to teach—
	 	 (a) grammar
  (b) foreign language
  (c) rules of any language usage
  (d) classical language

	115. Which one of the following 
can be used as a rubric for 
the assessment of fluency and 
coherence of language?

	 	 (a) Can express with some 
flexibility	 and	 appropriacy	 on	
variety of topics

  (b) Can initiate and logically 
develop simple conversation 
on a familiar topic

  (c) Is always comprehensible, uses 
appropriate intonation

  (d) Demonstrates hesitation to 
find word or use correct 
grammatical structures

	116. Which one of the following is not the 
objective defined by NCF-2005 for 
teaching English at upper primary 
level?

	 	 (a) To negotiate their own learning, 
goals and evaluate their own 
progress, edit, revise, review 
their own work 

  (b) To use dictionary suitable to 
their needs

  (c) To be able to articulate 
individual/personal responses 
effectively

  (d) To  p romote  l ea rne rs ’ 
conceptualization of printed 
texts in terms of heading, 
paragraph and horizontal lines

	117. If you are listening to the 
description of how to reach a 
specific location, then you are 
doing—

	 	 (a) casual listening
  (b) focused listening
  (c) intensive listening
  (d) extensive listening
	118. If a language teacher has put 

the words ‘school, teacher, 
headmaster, peon’ in a group, then 
she is following—

	 	 (a) lexical grouping
  (b) semantic grouping
  (c) phonetic grouping
  (d) grammatical grouping
	119. “At the initial stages of language 

learning, ____ may be one of the 
language for learning activities 
that create the child’s awareness 
to the world.”(NCF-2005)

	 	 (a) English
  (b) Vernacular language
  (c) Second language
  (d) Hindi
	120. Little or no attention is given to 

pronunciation in ____ method.
	 	 (a) audio-lingual
  (b) grammar-translation
  (c) CLT
  (d) SLT

Hkkx  IV :  Hkk"kk-II (fgUnh)
funsZ'k%	uhps	fn,	x,	vuqPNsn	dks	i<+dj	iwNs	
x,	iz'uksa	(iz'u	la-	121	ls	128)	ds	lgh@
lcls	 mi;qDr	 mÙkj	 okys	 fodYi	dks	pqfu,

esjk	 FkksM+k	 cgqr	 laca/	 lkfgR;	 dh	 nqfu;k	 ls	

Hkh	 gSA	 ;g	 gkykr	 eSa	 ;gk¡	 Hkh	 ns[krk	 gw¡A	

;wjksih;	 lkfgR;	dk	 iSQ'ku	 gekjs	 miU;kldkjksa]	

dgkuh&ys[kdksa	 vkSj	 dfo;ksa	 ij	 >V	 gkoh	 gks	

tkrk	 gSA	 eSa	 vius	 izkar	 iatkc	dh	 ckr	djrk	

gw¡A	 esjs	 iatkc	 esa	 ;qok	 dfo;ksa	 dh	 u;h	 ikS/	

lkekftd	 O;oLFkk	 ds	 f[kykiQ	 badykch	 tTcs	

ls	vksr&izksr	gSA	blesa	Hkz"Vkpkj]	vU;k;]	'kks"k.k	

dks	 gVkus	 vkSj	 ,d	 u;h	 O;oLFkk	 cukus	 dh	

ckr	 dh	 xbZ	 gSA	 gk¡]	 gesa	 lkekftd	 cnyko	

dh	 t:jr	 gS	 vkSj	 bu	 dforkvksa	 esa	 ckrsa	 rks	

cgqr	 vPNs	 <ax	 ls	 dgh	 x;h	 gSa	 ij	 budk	

Lo:i	nslh	ugha	gSA	bl	ij	if'pe	dk	izHkko	

gSA	ifj.kke	;g	gS	 fd	;g	lkjk	 badykc	,d	

NksVs&ls	 dkxt	 ij	 lhfer	 jg	 tkrk	 gSA	 cl]	

lkfgfR;d	le>	j[kus	okys	,d	NksVs&ls	lewg	

esa	 budh	 ckr	 gksrh	 gSA	 fdlku]	 etnwj]	 tks	

'kks"k.k	 dks	 >sy	 jgs	 gSa]	 ftUgsa	 os	 badykc	dh	

izsj.kk	 nsuk	 pkgrs	 gSa]	 os	 bls	 le>	 gh	 ugha	

ikrs	 gSaA	 bl	lky	esjh	 ekr`Hkwfe	 iatkc	esa	 eq>s	

xq#ukud	 fo'ofo|ky;	 dh	 lhusV	 dk	 lnL;	

cukus	 ds	 fy,	 uhfer	 fd;k	 x;kA	 tc	 eq>s	

mldh	 igyh	 ehfVax	 esa	 'kkfey	 gksus	 ds	 fy,	

cqyk;k	 x;k]	 rks	 eSa	 iatkc	 esa	 gh	 izhruxj	 ds	

ikl	 FkkA	 ,d	 fnu	 'kke	 dks	 vius	 xzkeh.k	

nksLrksa	 ls	 xi'ki	 djrs	 gq,	 eSaus	 ve`rlj	 esa	

gksus	 okyh	 lhusV	 dh	 ehfVax	 esa	 tkus	 dk	

ftØ	 fd;k	 rks	 fdlh	 us	 dgk]	 ¶gekjs	 lkFk	

rks	 vki	 rgen	 (yqaxh)	 vkSj	 oqQrsZ	 esa	 gekjs	

tSls	 gh	 cus	 fiQjrs	 gks]	 ogk¡	 lwV&cwV	 igu	

dj	 lkgc	 cgknqj	 cu	 tkvksxs!¸	 eSaus	 g¡lrs	

gq,	 dgkµ¶D;ksa]	 vki	 vxj	 pkgrs	 gSa	 rks	 eSa	

,sls	gh	pyk	tkÅ¡xkA¸	rHkh	dksbZ	 nwljk	cksyk]	

¶vki	 ,slk	 dj	 gh	 ugha	 ldrsA¸
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	121. ^;qok	 dfo;ksa	 dh	 u;h	 ikS/*	 ls	 D;k	
rkRi;Z	 gS\

	 	 (a) os	 dfo	 tks	 u,	 fo"k;ksa	 ij	 fy[k	
jgs	 gSa

	 	 (b) os	 dfo	 tks	 Hkh	 u,	 ;qok	 gSa
  (c) os	 ;qok	 dfo	 ftUgksaus	 ys[ku	 'kq:	

fd;k	 gS
	 	 (d) os	 ;qok	 dfo	 tks	 u,	 fo"k;ksa	 ij	

fy[k	 jgs	 gSa
	122. iatkc	ds	 ;qok	dfo;ksa	 ds	 ys[ku	dk	

fo"k;µ
	 	 (a) lqO;oLFkk	 (b) U;k;
  (c) Hkz"Vkpkj	 (d) Hkkouk,¡
	123. ¶dforkvksa	dk	Lo:i	nslh	ugha	gSA¸	

okD;	 ls	 vfHkizk;	 gSµ
	 	 (a) dforkvksa	esa	'kCn	if'pe	ls	izHkkfor	

gSaA
	 	 (b) dforkvksa	esa	'kCn	if'pe	ls	izHkkfor	

ugha	 gSaA
  (c) dforkvksa	 dh	 vfHkO;fDr	 if'pe	

ls	 izHkkfor	 gSA
	 	 (d) dforkvksa	 dk	 izdk'ku	 if'pe	 ls	

izHkkfor	 gSA
	124. vuqPNsn	 ds	 vk/kj	 ij	 crkb,	 fd	

fdudk	 'kks"k.k	 gks	 jgk	 gSA
	 	 (a) fdlkuksa	 vkSj	 dfo;kssa	 dk
	 	 (b) dfo;ksa	 vkSj	 etnwjksa	 dk
  (c) dfo;ksa	 vkSj	 ys[kdksa	 dk
	 	 (d) fdlkuksa	 vkSj	 etnwjksa	 dk
	125. vuqPNsn	 ds	 vk/kj	 ij	 crkb,	 fd	

iatkc	izkar	ds	vkneh	lkekU;r%	D;k	
igurs	 gSaA

	 	 (a) oqQrkZ&iktkek	 (b) oqQrkZ&yqaxh
  (c) oqQrkZ	 vkSj	 iSaV	 (d) lwV&cwV
	126. dkxt	ij	lhfer	gks	tkus	ls	rkRi;Z	gSµ
	 	 (a) tehuh	 Lrj	 ij	 cnyko	 u	 vkuk
	 	 (b) tehuh	 Lrj	 ij	 cnyko	 vkuk
  (c) tehuh	 Lrj	 ij	 Å¡pk	 mBuk
	 	 (d) tehuh	 Lrj	 ij	 Å¡pk	 u	 mBuk
	127. ¶bl	ij	if'pe	dk	izHkko	gSA̧ 	okD;	gSµ
	 	 (a) laca/okpd	 (b) fo/kuokpd
  (c) iz'uokpd	 (d) lansgkokpd
	128. ^xzkeh.k]	lkekftd]	;qok*	vkfn	'kCn	gSaµ
	 	 (a) laKk	 (b) loZuke
  (c) fo'ks"k.k	 (d) fØ;k

funsZ'k%	 uhps	 fn,	 x,	vuqPNsn	dks	 i<+dj	
iwNs	 x,	 iz'uksa	 (iz'u	 la-	 129	 ls	 135)	
ds	 lgh@lcls	 mi;qDr	 mÙkj	 okys	 fodYi	
dks	 pqfu,A

ekbdy	,atsyks	 bVyh	ds	 cgqr	 izfl¼	 f'kYidkj	
FksA	 os	 cM+h	 lqanj	 ew£r;k¡	 cukrs	 FksA	 yksxksa	 us	
iwNk	 fd	 vki	 bruh	 lqanj	 ew£r	 dSls	 x<+	 ysrs	
gSaA	 mUgksaus	 dgk	 fd	 eSa	 ew£r	 dgk¡	 x<+rk	 gw¡A	
og	 ew£r	 rks	 igys	 ls	 gh	 iRFkj	 esa	 Fkh]	 eSaus	 rks	
fliZQ	iRFkj	dk	iQkyrw	 fgLlk	gVk	 fn;k	rks	ew£r	
izdV	 gks	 x;h!	 rks	 fo|kFkhZ	 dks	 viuk	 ifjp;	
ikus	 esa]	 Lo&Hkku	gksus	 esa	 enn	djuk	 gh	 f'k{kd	
dk	dke	 gSA	vc	;g	 Lo&Hkku	dSls	 gks\	dgrs	
gSa]	 lsYiQ	 bt	 ykbd	 v	 jsµtks	 lkabl	 esa	 ekuk	
tkrk	 gS	 fd	 izdk'k	 dh	 fdj.k	 vǹ';	 gksrh	
gS]	 og	 vkidks	 fn[kkbZ	 nsrh	 gS]	 oSls	 gekjk	 tks	
^Lo*	 gS	 og	 'kwU;	 esa]	 vHkko	 esa	 le>	 esa	 ugha	
vkrkA	 og	 rc	 izdV	 gksrk	 gS]	 tc	 eSa	 Lo&/eZ	
drZO;&deZ	 djrk	 gw¡A	 deZ	 djrs&djrs	 eqf'dy	
dk	 tc	 eSa	 lkeuk	djrk	 gw¡	 rc	 esjk	 :i]	 esjh	
'kfDr]	 esjs	 Lo	dk	eq>s	 irk	pyrk	 gSA	 Lo&èkeZ	
:i	 deZ	 djrs	 gq,	 tks	 Lo	 esjs	 lkeus	 O;Dr	
gksrk	 gS]	 ogha	 esjh	 f'k{kk	 gSA	 blfy,	 f'k{kk	 nh	
ugha	 tk	 ldrh]	 cfYd	 vanj	 ls	 vaoqQfjr	 gksrh	
gS	 vkSj	 ml	 izfozQ;k	 esa	 f'k{kd	 dsoy	 ckgj	 ls	
enn	 djrk	 gSA	 tSls	 ikS/s	 ds	 vaoqQfjr	 gksus	 esa]	
blds	 iziqQfYyr	 gksus	 esa	 lh/k	 ge	 oqQN	 ugha	
dj	ldrsA	 ijarq	 ckgj	 ls	 [kkn&ikuh	 nsuk]	 fujkbZ	
djuk]	 izdk'k	dh	 O;oLFkk	 vkfn	dj	 ldrs	 gSaA

	129. vuqPNsn	ds	vk/kj	ij	dgk	tk	ldrk	

gS	 fdµ

	 	 (a) f'k{kk	 nsuk	 laHko	 gS

	 	 (b) f'k{kk	 nsuk	 laHko	 ugha	 gS

  (c) f'k{kk	 fo|ky;	 esa	 feyrh	 gS

	 	 (d) f'k{kk	 ifjokj	 esa	 feyrh	 gS

	130. f'k{kd	 dk	 dke	 gSµ

	 	 (a) fo|kFkhZ	dks	 Lo;a	ls	ifjfpr	djkuk

	 	 (b) fo|kFkhZ	dks	nwljksa	ls	ifjfpr	djkuk

  (c) fo|kFkhZ	dks	fo"k;ksa	ls	ifjfpr	djkuk

	 	 (d) fo|kFkhZ	dks	 f'kYi&dyk	ls	ifjfpr	

djkuk

131. ^Lo*	 dk	 izdkV;	 ___ esa	 gksrk	 gSA

	 	 (a) jks'kuh	 (b) deZ

  (c) 'kfDr	 (d) 'kwU;

	132. vuqPNsn	esa	[kkn&ikuh	nsus]	fujkbZ	djus	

dk	 mnkgj.k	 crkrk	 gS	 fd	 f'k{kd	

dk	 dk;Z	 cPpksa	 dksµ

	 	 (a) Hkkstu&ikuh	 nsus	 dk	 gS

	 	 (b) fu;af=kr	 djuk	 gS

  (c) mfpr	 ekgkSy	 nsuk	 gS

	 	 (d) ckxokuh	 fl[kkuk	 gS
	133. ^Lo*µ
	 	 (a) n`';eku	 gksrk	 gS

	 	 (b) izdk'k	 gksrk	 gS

  (c) fdj.k	 gksrk	 gS

	 	 (d) vn`';	 gksrk	 gS

	134. ¶os	 cM+h	 lqanj	 ew£r;k¡	 cukrs	 FksA¸	

okD;	 esa	 izfo'ks"k.k	 gSµ

	 	 (a) os	 (b) cM+h

  (c) lqanj	 (d) ew£r;k¡

	135. ^vaoqQfjr*	 'kCn	 esa	 izR;;	 gSµ

	 	 (a) br	 (b) fjr

  (c) r	 (d) va

funsZ'k%	uhps	fn,	x,	iz'uksa	(iz'u	la-	136	

ls	150)	osQ	lgh@lcls	mi;qDr	mÙkj	okys	

fodYi	 dks	 pqfu,A	

	136. mPp	 izkFkfed	 Lrj	 ij	 Hkk"kk	

lh[kus&fl[kkus	 dk	 ,d	 mís';	 gSµ

	 	 (a) O;kdj.k	ds	lHkh	fu;eksa	dks	oaQBLFk	

djuk

	 	 (b) lkfgR;	 dh	 x|	 ,oa	 i|	 fo/kvksa	

dh	 jpuk

  (c) fganh	 Hkk"kk	 ds	 lexz	 bfrgkl	 ds	

ckjs	 esa	 tkuuk

	 	 (d) Hkk"kk	dh	fu;ec¼	izÑfr	dh	igpku	

vkSj	 mldk	 fo'ys"k.k	 djuk

	137. fganh	 Hkk"kk	 lh[kus	ds	 lanHkZ	 esa	 d{kk	

vkB	 esa	 i<+us	 okys	 cPps	 ls	 ;g	

visf{kr	 gS	 fd	 ogµ

	 	 (a) fganh	 Hkk"kk	 dh	 leLr	 fu;ekoyh	

dks	 tku	 lds

	 	 (b) fganh	Hkk"kk	ds	eqgkojksa	vkSj	yksdksfDr;ksa	

dks	 tku	 lds

  (c) fofHkUu	 lanHkks±	 esa	 fganh	 Hkk"kk	 dk	

izHkkoh	 iz;ksx	 dj	 lds

	 	 (d) rRle	iz/ku	Hkk"kk	dk	izHkkoh	iz;ksx	

dj	 lds
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	138. fganh	 Hkk"kk	 lh[kus&fl[kkus	 ds	 fy,	
vfuok;Z	 gSµ

	 	 (a) Hkk"kk	dh	ikB~;&iqLrd	dh	miyCèkrk
	 	 (b) le`¼	 Hkk"kk&ifjos'k	 dh	 miyC/rk
  (c) fganh	 Hkk"kk	 dh	 fyf[kr	 ijh{kk
	 	 (d) Hkk"kk	 dh	 n`';&JO;	 lkexzh	 dh	

miyC/rk
	139. mPp	 izkFkfedrk	 Lrj	 ij	 fganh	 Hkk"kk	

ds	 vkdyu	 esa	 lcls	 egÙoiw.kZ	 gSµ
	 	 (a) fganh	Hkk"kk	ds	O;kdj.k	dh	tkudkjh
	 	 (b) fganh	 Hkk"kk	dh	ckjhfd;ksa	dh	le>	

o	 iz;ksx
  (c) fganh	Hkk"kk	ds	lkfgR;dkjksa	dh	tkudkjh
	 	 (d) fganh	Hkk"kk	dh	ekud	orZuh	dh	tkudkjh
	140. Hkk"kk	 vtZu	 ds	 laca/	 esa	 dkSu&lk	

dFku	 lgh	 gS\
	 	 (a) ;g	 lgt	 gksrk	 gSA
	 	 (b) ;g	 ljy	 gksrk	 gSA
  (c) ;g	 dfBu	 gksrk	 gSA
	 	 (d) ;g	 lh[kk	 tkrk	 gSA
	141. mPp	izkFkfed	Lrj	ij	fofHkUu	fo"k;ksa	

ij	 vk/kfjr	 ikBksa	 dks	 ikB;&iqLrd	
esa	 'kkfey	 djus	 dk	 mís';	 gSµ

	 	 (a) cPpksa	dks	fofHkUu	fo"k;ksa	dh	tkudkjh	
nsuk

	 	 (b) cPpksa	 dks	 fofHkUu	 iz;qfDr;ksa	 ls	
ifjfpr	 djkuk

  (c) vU;	fo"k;ksa	dks	lh[kus	esa	enn	djuk
	 	 (d) vU;	 fo"k;ksa	 dk	 ljyhdj.k	 djuk

	142. vkdyu	dk	iz;ksx	___ ds	fy,	gksuk	
pkfg,A

	 	 (a) lh[kus	 esa	 enn
	 	 (b) fdruk	 lh[kk	 dks	 vk¡dus
  (c) ijLrj	 rqyuk
	 	 (d) Hkk"kk	 dh	 tkudkjh
	143. n`';&JO;	 lkexzh	 dk	 iz;ksx	 rc	

mi;ksxh	 gksrk	 gS	 tc	 cPpsµ
	 	 (a) mls	 cgqr	 ljyrk	 ls	 le>	 ldsa
	 	 (b) ml	ij	viuh	ckSf¼d	izfrfozQ;k	ns	ldsa
  (c) mldh	Hkk"kk	dk	vuqdj.k	dj	ldsa
	 	 (d) mlds	cuus	dh	izfozQ;k	dks	crk	ldsa
	144. mPp	izkFkfed	Lrj	ij	fofHkUu	mís';ksa	

ds	 fy,	 fd,	tkus	 okys	 ys[ku	dk;Z	
esa	 lcls	 egÙoiw.kZ	 gSµ

	 	 (a) ty	 laj{k.k	 dk	 foKkiu	 cukuk
	 	 (b) vkink	 izca/u	 dk	 Lyksxu	 fy[kuk
  (c) v/wjh	 dgkuh	 dk	 var	 fy[kuk
	 	 (d) Mk;jh	 fy[kuk
	145. mPp	 izkFkfed	 Lrj	 ij	 fganh	 ds	

vkdyu	dk	lcls	detksj	 fcanq	 gSµ
	 	 (a) fy[kus	 esa	 u,	 'kCn	 bLrseky	 djuk
	 	 (b) ys[ku	 esa	 rk£ddrk	 dk	 lekos'k
  (c) Hkk"kk	 dk	 l`tukRed	 iz;ksx
	 	 (d) laLÑfu"B	 'kCnkoyh	 dk	 iz;ksx
	146. Hkk"kk	 vkSj	 fyfi	 ds	 chpµ
	 	 (a) ,d	 fuf'pr	 laca/	 gksrk	 gS
	 	 (b) dksbZ	 fuf'pr	 laca/	 ugha	 gksrk
  (c) ,d	 rk£dd	 laca/	 gksrk	 gS
	 	 (d) dksbZ	 laca/	 gksrk	 gh	 ugha	 gS

	147. mPp	izkFkfed	Lrj	ij	fganh	Hkk"kk	dk	
vkdyu	 djrs	 le;	 vki	 lokZf/d	
cy	 fdl	 ij	 nsaxs\

	 	 (a) fyf[kr	 ijh{kk
	 	 (b) ekSf[kd	 ijh{kk
  (c) iksVZiQksfy;ks
	 	 (d) tk¡p&lwph
	148. cgqHkkf"kd	d{kk	esa	cPpksa	dh	Hkk"kk,¡µ
	 	 (a) cgqr	xaHkhj	leL;k	gS]	ftldk	dksbZ	

lek/ku	 ugha	 gS
	 	 (b) lalk/u	 ds	 :i	 esa	 bLrseky	 dh	

tk	 ldrh	 gSa
  (c) ,d	 tfVy	 leL;k	 gS]	 tks	 vU;	

leL;k,¡	 iSnk	 djrh	 gSa
	 	 (d) fganh	 Hkk"kk	 dh	 d{kkvksa	 ls	 ckgj	

gh	 jguh	 pkfg,
	149. mPp	izkFkfed	Lrj	ij	O;kdj.k	i<+kus	

dh	 vkxeu	 i¼fr	 esaµ
	 	 (a) tfVy	 ls	 ljy	 dh	 vksj	 tksrs	 gSa
	 	 (b) mnkgj.k	ls	 fu;e	dh	vksj	tkrs	 gSa
  (c) fu;e	esa	 mnkgj.k	dh	vksj	tkrs	 gSa
	 	 (d) O;kdj.k	dh	ikB;&iqLrd	ij	dsafnzr	

jgrs	 gSa
	150. var£ufgr	Hkk"kk	{kerk	dk	laca/	___ 

ds	 lkFk	 gSA
	 	 (a) pkWELdh
	 	 (b) fi;kts
  (c) fLduj
	 	 (d) okbxksRLdh

ANSWERS AND EXPLANATIONS
  1. (c) Principles of decentralised 
development is the correct choice. 
A c c o r d i n g  t o  t h i s  p r i n c i p l e , 
development takes place from the 
central part of the body and moves 
towards the peripheries or extremities.
  2. (a)
  3. (d) Group identity refers to 
a sense of belonging of a person 
towards a particular group. Therefore, 
if a teacher dresses like most of the 
other teacher, then he/she shows 
a sence of belonging towords the 
teacher fraternity.
  4.  (a) The concept of object 
pe rmanence  i s  a t t a ined  dur ing 

sensorimotor stage of development 
as formulated by Jean Piaget. This 
stage is from 0 to 2 years. Babies gain 
knowledge through their senses and 
motor developments in this stage.
  5. (b) Child-Centered Education 
Programme focuses on individualised 
education programme that is centered 
around the child. It adopts various 
teaching strategies and techniques 
which suits the specific needs of the 
child.
  6. (b) Child growth is divided into 
different stages. In the age of 18 and 
24 months child is no more limted to 

one-word sentence. Children in this age 
group start combining words to form a 
short sentence.
  7. (c) 8. (d)
  9.  (a) The acceptable sound 
combinations of a language are 
specified	 in	 its	 phonological	 rules.	A	
phonological rule is a formal way of 
expressing a systematic phonological 
process or diachronic sound change in 
language.
  10. (b) The position where thought 
patterns are influenced by language 
is called linguistic determination. 
Linguistic determiantion is the idea that 
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language and its strucutres limit and 
determine human thought, knowledge 
and perception. 
  11. (d) Algorithms are procedures 
for  computing or  reaching to a 
conclusion by performing calculations, 
analysis, and reasoning that are based 
on past experiences.
  12. (c) Subgoal analysis means 
step by step description of a process to 
achieve a related goal. So, dividing the 
assigned jobs into small tasks to handle 
it easily is called subgoal analysis.
  13. (d)
  14. (d) Grading, coding. Marking 
and credit accumulation system are 
scoring procedure of assessment of 
Learner's performance. These are part 
of assessment which helps the teachers 
and parents to know about the learner's 
achievements.
  15. (b) Assessment of learner's 
achievement helps the teachers to 
maintain the performance record of 
learners. This helps in indicating each 
learner's performance and plan effective 
ways of their improvement.
  16. (b)
  17. (d) The Rights of Persons with 
Disabilities Act have been enacted in 
the year 2016 by the Indian Parliament.
  The Act replaced Persons with 
Disabilities Act of 1995.
  Convention on the rights of person 
with disabilities.
  18. (b) Children with individual 
differences should be taught in a 
school having teachers who have been 
trained	 to	 teach	 children	with	 specific	
individual differences: Trained teachers 
can better understand the needs of 
individual child and thus help in child's 
development.
  19. (a)
  20.  (d)  Universal  Design of 
Learning	 refers	 to	 developing	flexible	
learning environments  that  can          
accommodate individual learning 
differences. So, providing appropriate 
teaching-learning materials to diverse 
learners in universal design of learning.
  21. (b) Metacognition is the 
understanding of one's own thought 
process. It involves self-awareness 
and control of cognitive abilities like 

planning, reviewing and revising. It is 
a process of higher order thinking.
  22. (d) In creative thinking new 
ideas, ways or thoughts are developed 
to approach a particular task. The ways 
to approach is based on individual 
thinking pattern, experiences and 
interpretation. Therefore, option (1) is 
correct.
  23. (a)
  24. (d) While teaching the children 
with disability, an intellectual hierarchy 
is followed divided into four stages: 
Acquisition, Fluency Maintenance and 
Generalisation. So, the correct answer 
is generalisation as it comes after 
maintenance.  
  25. (b)
  26.  (d) When the teacher is 
demonstrating the way of doing a task 
again then it means that the students 
are doing the task properly. Here, 
the teacher has used the method of 
observing the students carefully, so 
option m is correct.
  27. (b) Mann and Janis have 
propound a specific decision making 
pattern known as vigilance, where 
individuals alternatives and then make 
careful decisions.

28. (d)
29. (b) The drill and practice task 

is a way of instruction characterised 
by systematic repetition of concepts, 
examples and practice problems. It is 
used as an active means of teaching and 
children also get enjoying themselves.

30. (a) Kinesthetic movements 
require whole body movements such 
as	hands,	legs	and	finger.	This	helps	in	
learning effectively. The multisensory 
approach is used in classes where 
children learn various actions and rhymes.

31. (c) A wind vane, also called a 
weather vane, is a tool for measuring 
wind direction and was probably one of 
the	first	weather	instruments	ever	used.	
... The arrow will point to the direc-
tion the wind is blowing from so if it is 
pointing to the east, it means the wind is 
coming from the east.

32. (c) Thermosphere - 80 km and 
up - The air is very thin. Thermosphere 

means "heat sphere". The temperature 
is very high in this layer because ul-
traviolet radiation is turned into heat. 
Temperatures often reach 2000 degrees 
Celsius or more. This layer contains: 

1. Ionosphere: This is the lower 
part of the thermosphere. It extends 
from about 80 to 550 km. Gas particles 
absorb ultraviolet and X-ray radiation 
from the sun. The particles of gas be-
come electrically charged (ions). Radio 
waves are bounced off the ions and re-
flect	waves	back	to	earth.	This	generally	
helps radio communication. However, 
solar	flares	can	increase	the	number	of	
ions and can interfere with the transmis-
sion of some radio waves. 

2. Exosphere : The upper part of 
the thermosphere. It extends from about 
550 km for thousands of kilometers. Air 
is very thin here. This is the area where 
satellites orbit the earth. 

33. (b) Our Earth consists of four 
different layers namely:

1. Inner Core: It is the center and 
the hottest layer of the Earth. The inner 
core is solid and made up of iron and 
nickel with temperature up to 5,500°C. 
Due to its immense heat energy, the in-
ner core is more like the engine room of 
the Earth.

2. Outer Core: The outer core of 
the Earth is similar to a very hot ball 
of metals, whose temperature is around 
4000°F to 9000°F. It is so hot that 
the metals inside are all in the liquid 
state. The outer core is located around  
1800 miles under the crust and approxi-
mately 1400 miles thick. It is composed 
of metals such as iron and nickel. The 
outer core surrounds the inner core.

The inner core has pressures and 
temperatures so high that the metals are 
squeezed together and not able to move 
like a liquid, but are forced to vibrate 
instead of solid.

3. Mantle: Mantle is the widest 
section of the Earth. Its thickness is  
approximately 2,900 km. Mantle is 
mainly made up of semi-molten rock 
known as magma. The rock is hard in 
the upper part of the mantle, but lower 
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down the rock is softer and begins to 
melt.

The mantle is located directly under 
the Sima. The mantle consists of very 
hot and dense rock. This layer of rock 
flows	like	asphalt	under	heavy	weight.	
This	 flow	 is	 because	 of	 the	 greatest	
temperature differences from the bot-
tom to the top of the mantle. The reason 
behind the plates of the Earth move is 
the movement of the mantle. Its tem-
perature varies between 1600 °F at the 
upper part to 4000 °F near the bottom.

4. Crust: The crust is the outer layer 
where we live. The thickness is around 
0-60 km. It’s a solid rock layer divided 
into two types:

1. Continental crust covers the land 
and,

2.  Oceanic crust covers water.
The crust is the most widely stud-

ied and understood. Mantle is hotter 
and	capable	of	flowing.	The	outer	and	
inner core are much hotter with great 
pressures that you can be squeezed into 
a ball smaller than a marble if you are 
able to go in the center of the Earth.

34. (a) Seven days after a spring 
tide, the sun and moon are at right 
angles to each other. When this hap-
pens, the bulge of the ocean caused by 
the sun partially cancels out the bulge 
of the ocean caused by the moon. This 
produces moderate tides known as neap 
tides, meaning that high tides are a little 
lower and low tides are a little higher 
than average. Neap tides occur during 
the	first	 and	 third	quarter	moon,	when	
the moon appears "half full".

35. (a) Meander, extreme U-bend 
in the course of a stream, usually oc-
curring in a series. Meanders, named 
from the Menderes (historically known 
as the Maeander) River in Turkey, are 
most often formed in alluvial materi-
als (stream-deposited sediments) and 
thus freely adjust their shapes and shift 
downstream according to the slope of 
the alluvial valley. A meandering chan-
nel commonly is about one and one-
half times as long as the valley, and it 
exhibits pools in the meander bends 

and	riffles	(shallower	zones	with	more	
turbulent	 water	 flow)	 in	 the	 reaches	
between the meanders. The length of a 
meander generally ranges from seven to 
ten times the channel width.

36. (d)  37. (c)  38. (c) 
39. (b) Non-Conventional Sources 

of Energy:
Besides conventional sources of  

energy there are non-conventional 
sources of energy. These are also called 
renewable sources of energy. Exam-
ples are Bio energy, solar energy, wind  
energy and tidal energy. Govt. of India 
has established a separate department 
under the Ministry of Energy called as 
the Department of Non-conventional 
Energy Sources for effective exploita-
tion of non-conventional energy.

Solar Energy: Energy produced 
through the sunlight is called solar ener-
gy. Under this programme, solar photo-
voltaic cells are exposed to sunlight and 
in the form of electricity is produced. 
Photovoltaic cells are those which con-
vert sun light energy into electricity. 

40. (b) 
41. (b) Isthmus, narrow strip of land 

connecting two large land areas oth-
erwise separated by bodies of water. 
Unquestionably the two most famous 
isthmuses are the Isthmus of Panama, 
connecting North and South America, 
and the Isthmus of Suez, connecting 
Africa and Asia. 

42. (b)   43. (b)  44. (c)  45. (b)
46. (b)   47. (d)  48. (b)  49. (b)
50. (d)   51. (b)  52. (d)  53. (c)
54. (a) 
55. (a) The Paleolithic Age, or 

Old Stone Age in India spanned from 
500,000 B.C. to 10,000 B.C in the Pleis-
tocene Period of the Ice Age. It was the 
first	part	of	the	Stone	Age.	During	this	
period, man relied on hunting and had 
no knowledge of cultivation and house 
building. According to the nature of 
tools and the change in the climate, 
the Paleolithic Age in India is divided 
into three phases; Lower Paleolithic 
(500,000 BC to 50,000 BC), Middle 
Paleolithic (50,000 BC to 40,000 BC), 

and Upper Paleolithic (40,000 BC to 
10,000 BC).

56. (d) 
57. (b) There are two prominent sites 

which are found in Gujarat are Lothal 
(Ahmedabad) and Dholavira (kutch). 
Lothal Discovered in 1954, was exca-
vated from 13 February 1955 to 19 May 
1960 by the Archaeological Survey of 
India (ASI). Dholavira was excavated 
by RS Bisht of ASI and his team in 
1990. This city was located where there 
was fresh water and fertile soil in the 
Rann of Kutch. Indus Valley Civiliza-
tion which is also known as Harappan 
civilization	was	one	of	the	world’s	first	
great civilizations.

58. (d)	Rigveda,		also	spelled	Ṛgveda,	
the oldest of the sacred books of Hindu-
ism, composed in an ancient form of 
Sanskrit about 1500 BCE, in what is now 
the Punjab region of India and Pakistan. 
It consists of a collection of 1,028 poems 
grouped into 10 “circles” (mandalas). It 
is	generally	agreed	that	 the	first	and	last	
books were created later than the middle 
books. The Rigveda was preserved orally 
before it was written down about 300 
BCE. (See Veda).

59. (b) Bimbisara was the most 
remarkable king of the pre Mauryan 
dynasties of Magadha. He was a man 
with clear perspectives. He used the 
policy of marital alliances to expand his  
kingdom, a tradition which was not 
yet seen in any dynasty. He also used a  
policy of sending envoys to strengthen the  
bilateral relationships. He send Jivaka, 
a Vaidya (doctor) to the king of Avanti 
who was suffering from a disease most 
probably jaundice.

60. (a) 
61. (d) Article 80 of the Constitu-

tion lays down the maximum strength 
of Rajya Sabha as 250, out of which 12 
members are nominated by the Presi-
dent and 238 are representatives of the 
States and of the two Union Territories.  
The present strength of Rajya Sabha, 
however, is 245, out of which 233 are 
representatives of the States and Union 
territories of Delhi and Puducherry and 
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12 are nominated by the President. The 
members nominated by the President 
are persons having special knowledge 
or practical experience in respect of 
such matters as literature, science, art 
and social service. The representatives 
of the States and of the Union Territo-
ries in the Rajya Sabha are elected by 
the method of indirect election.  The 
representatives of each State and two 
Union territories are elected by the 
elected members of the Legislative As-
sembly of that State and by the mem-
bers of the Electoral College for that 
Union Territory, as the case may be, in 
accordance with the system of propor-
tional representation by means of the 
single transferable vote.

62. (b)  63. (c) 
64. (b) Right to equality is one of 

the six fundamental rights in the Indian 
constitution. It includes equality before 
law, prohibition of discrimination on 
grounds of race, religion, gender, and 
caste or birth place. Every citizen, from 
Prime Minister to an ordinary individual, 
is subjected to the same laws.

65. (a) According to the Indian 
Constitution, there are six basic Funda-
mental Rights of Indian Citizens, which 
areright to equality, right to freedom of 
religion, cultural and educational rights, 
right to freedom, right to constitutional 
remedies and right against exploitation.

66. (c) 
67. (c) The chief minister is elected 

through a majority in the state legisla-
tive assembly. This is procedurally es-
tablished	 by	 the	 vote	 of	 confidence	 in	
the legislative assembly, as suggested 
by the governor of the state who is the 
appointing authority.

68. (a) The Governor of a State shall 
be appointed by the President by war-
rant under his hand and seal (Article 
155). A person to be eligible for ap-
pointment as Governor should be citi-
zen of India and has completed age of 
35 years (Article 157).

69. (c) Candidates who win the Lok 
Sabha elections are called 'Member of 
Parliament' and hold	their	seats	for	five	

years or until the body is dissolved by 
the President on the advice of the coun-
cil of ministers.

70. (b)	The	first	citizen	of	a	state	is	
the governor of the particular state by 
default. While the governors are con-
sidered	to	be	the	first	citizens	of	a	state,	
the President, who is responsible for 
the	election	of	the	governors,	is	the	first	
citizen of the country. 

The present strength, however, is 
245 members of whom 233 are repre-
sentatives of the states and union ter-
ritories and 12 are nominated by the 
President. The 12 nominated members 
of the Rajya Sabha are persons who 
are	eminent	in	particular	fields,	and	are	
well known contributors in the particu-
lar	field.

71. (*) 72. (c) 73. (b) 74. (a)  75. (c)
76. (c) On the basis of the frame-

work provided by the Cabinet Mission, 
a Constituent Assembly was constituted 
on 9th December, 1946. The Constitu-
tion making body was elected by the 
Provincial Legislative Assembly con-
stituting of 389 members who included 
93 from Princely States and 296 from 
British India.  The seats to the British 
Indian provinces and princely states 
were allotted in proportion of their re-
spective population and were to be di-
vided among Muslims, Sikhs and rest 
of the communities. All sections of the 
Indian society got representation in the 
Constituent Assembly in spite of lim-
ited	suffrage.	 	The	first	meeting	of	 the	
Constituent Assembly took place on 
December 9, 1946 at New Delhi with 
Dr Sachidanand being elected as the in-
terim President of the Assembly. How-
ever, on December 11, 1946, Dr. Rajen-
dra Prasad was elected as the President 
and H.C. Mukherjee as the Vice-Presi-
dent of the Constituent Assembly.

77. (a) 
78. (b) India, also known as Bharat, 

is a Union of States. It is a Sovereign 
Socialist Secular Democratic Republic 
with a parliamentary system of gov-
ernment. The Republic is governed in 
terms of the Constitution of India which 

was adopted by the Constituent As-
sembly on 26th November, 1949 and 
came into force on 26th January, 1950. 
The Constitution provides for a Parlia-
mentary form of government which is 
federal in structure with certain unitary 
features. 

79. (b) 80. (d) 81. (c) 82. (c)  83. (d)
84. (a) 85. (d) 86. (b) 87. (c)  88. (c)
89. (d) 90. (a)
91. (d) India's IT sector is undertaking 

some globalization of its own in search 
of new sources of rapid growth.

92. (a) None of the factors given in 
A, B and C are correct regarding Indian 
IT services attractive to the US.

93. (b) The Indian IT firms has 
changed their business module in 
developing countries due to the different 
demands of these countries, markets.

94. (a) The NASSCOM Statistics 
indicates about Indian IT export’s drops 
in demand for IT services in Europe and 
the US.

95. (c) The option “The US is their 
preferred outsourcing destination” is not 
a	difficulty	that	Indian	IT	firms	will	face	
in emerging markets.

96. (b) The factor given in A – “the 
recession severely impacted the US but 
not India” is not true in the context of 
the passage.

97. (d) ‘Pursuing‘ word is the most 
similar in meaning to the word “Chasing” 
as used in the passage.

98. (b) The word ‘doubtful’ is the 
most opposite to the meaning of the word 
‘undisputed’ as used in the passage.

99. (b) Emerging markets are driving 
IT companies to seek other options.

100. (a) 101. (c) 102. (c)
103. (c) 104. (b) 105. (c)
106. (a) Accuracy does not come 

under the principle of selection and 
gradation.

107. (c) Polysemy
108.  (b)  Complex compound 

sentence
109. (d) If a student of language is 

cramming his/her answers, then he/she 
would not be able to attempt writing.
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110. (d) Synthesizing
111. (a) Voice/Pronunciation does not 

affect the intonation
112. (c) Imagination, language, 

concept, proposition are involved in 
thinking.

113. (b) 114. (d)
115. (b) Demonstrates hesitation to 

find	word	 or	 use	 correct	 grammatical	
structures.

116. (d)
117. (c) Intensive listening
118. (b) Sematic grouping
119. (a) English
120. (b) Little or no attention is 

given to pronunciation in grammar-
translation method.

121. (c) 
122. (c) iatkc	esa	 Hkz"Vkpkj]	vU;k;	vkSj	

'kks"k.k	vius	pje	ij	gSA	blfy,	ys[ku	osQ	tfj,	
iatkc	osQ	;qok	dfo;ksa	us	lkekftd	cnyko	dh	
ckr	dgh	gSA	

123. (c)  124. (d)  
125. (b) 	iatkc	izkar	osQ	iqjQ"kksa	dk	igukok	

lkekU;r%	oqQrkZ&yqaxh	gSA	blh	igukos	dks	os	vius	
Lrj	ij	izR;sd	txg	iguk	djrs	gSaA

126. (a) ;gk¡	bl	dFku	dk	rkRi;Z	;g	gS	
fd	;g	lkjk	dFku	,d	NksVs	ls	dkxt	ij	gh	
lhfer	jg	tkrk	gS]	blosQ	vkèkkj	ij	lekt	esa	
dksbZ	cnyko	ugha	vkrkA

127. (b) ftu	okD;ksa	esa	fØ;k	osQ	djus	;k	
gksus	dk	cksèk	gks	vkSj	,sls	okD;ksa	esa	fdlh	dke	
osQ	gksus	;k	fdlh	osQ	vfLrRo	dk	cksèk	gksrk	gks]	
mUgsa	fofèk	okpd	;k	fo/kuokpd	okD;	dgrs	gSaA

128. (c) laKk	;k	loZuke	dh	fo'ks"krk	crkus	
okys	 'kCn	dks	 fo'ks"k.k	dgrs	gSaA	tSls&	vPNk	
yM+dk]	ubZ	dye	bR;kfnA

129. (b) iz'u	esa	fn,	x,	vuqPNsn	osQ	vuqlkj	
f'k{kk	nh	ugha	tk	ldrh]	cfYd	vanj	ls	vaoqQfjr	
gksrh	gS	vkSj	ml	izfØ;k	esa	f'k{kd	osQoy	ckgj	
ls	enn	djrk	gSA

130. (a) f'k{kd	dk	dk;Z	osQoy	ikB;Øe	
i<+kuk	ugha	gS]	cfYd	fo|kFkhZ	osQ	O;fDrRo	dk	
lEiw.kZ	fodkl	djuk	gSA

131. (b) deZ	djrs&djrs	tc	eqf'dyksa	dk	
lkeuk	djuk	gksrk	gS]	rc	vius	Lo&/eZ	drZO;	
deZ	dk	Kku	gksrk	gSA

132. (c) 
133. (d) ^Lo*	dk	Kku	deZ	djus	osQ	nkSjku	

Kkr	gksrk	gSA
134. (b) tks	'kCn	fo'ks"k.k	'kCnksa	dh	fo'ks"krk	

crkrk	gS]	mls	izfo'ks"k.k	dgrs	gSaA	tSls&	jk/k	cgqr	
vPNh	yM+dh	gSA*	;gk¡	ij	^vPNh*	fo'ks"k.k	gS	
vkSj	^cgqr*	'kCn	mldh	fo'ks"krk	crkrk	gSA	vr%	
^cgqr*	izfo'ks"k.k	gSA

135. (a) vaoqQfjr	 dk	 ewy'kCn	 gS	 vaoqQj]	
vaoqQfjr	 esa	 br	 izR;;	 dk	 iz;ksx	 gqvk	 gSA		
vaoqQ	$	br	=	vaoqQfjr

136. (d) Hkk"kk	osQ	fodkl	dks	lh[kus	dh	
lk/kj.k	izfØ;kvksa	osQ	}kjk	vkxs	c<+uk	ekuk	tkrk	
gS	 Hkk"kk	dh	 fu;ec¼	izo`Qfr	dh	igpku	vkSj	
mldk	fo'ys"k.k	djukA

137. (c) 
138. (b) Hkk"kk	 ,d	 lkekftd	 izfØ;k	 gS	

vkSj	euq";	,d	lkekftd	izk.kh	gSA	og	vius	
lkekftd	dk;ks±	osQ	 fy,	Hkk"kk	ij	 fuHkZj	 jgrk	
gSA	fdlh	Hkh	Hkk"kk	dks	lh[kus	osQ	fy,	t:jh	gS	
le`¼	Hkk"kk&ifjos'k	dh	miyCèkrkA

139. (b) 
140. (a) Hkk"kk	vtZu	esa	Kku	dks	vopsru	

eu	xzg.k	djosQ	lEizs"k.k	osQ	ekè;e	ls	efLr"d	
esa	,d=k	djrk	gSA	Hkk"kk	osQ	vtZu	dh	izfØ;k	esa	
ckyd	dks	,d	izko`Qfrd	lEizs"k.k	osQ	L=kksr	dh	
vko';drk	gksrh	gSA	ckyd	mlh	osQ	ekè;e	ls	
Hkk"kk	lh[k	ysrs	gSaA

141. (b) 
142. (a) vkdyu	,d	jpukRed	ewY;kadu	gS	

vFkkZr~	jkstejkZ	osQ	vè;kiu	dk	lrr	pyus	okyk	
,slk	fgLlk]	ftlosQ	ekè;e	ls	f'k{kd	fo|kfFkZ;ksa	
osQ	 lkFk	dh	 tkus	 okyh	viuh	 xfrfof/;ksa	 esa	
la'kksèku	djrs	gSaA

143. (b) i<+kbZ	osQ	nkSjku	n`';&JO;	lkexzh	
dk	 iz;ksx	 mlh	 voLFkk	 esa	 mi;ksxh	 gksrk	 gS]	
tc	cPps	mls	le>dj	ml	ij	viuh	ckSf¼d	
izfrfØ;k	O;fDr	dj	losaQA

144. (d) Mk;jh	ys[ku	O;fDr	osQ	}kjk	fy[kk	
x;k	O;fDrxr	vuqHkoksa]	lksp	vkSj	Hkkoukvksa	dks	
ysf[kr	djosQ	 cuk;k	 x;k	 ,d	laxzg	 gSA	 blesa	
ys[kd	vkRe	lk{kkRdkj	djrk	gS	vkSj	vius	vkils	
lEizs"k.k	dh	fLFkfr	esa	gksrk	gSA

145. (d) 
146. (b) Hkk"kk	vkSj	fyfi	dk	dksbZ	izko`Qfrd	

;k	lgt	lacaèk	ugha	gksrkA	fyfi	dk	fodkl	Hkk"kk	
osQ	 fodkl	osQ	gtkjksa	lky	ckn	gqvk	gSA	vr%	
fcuk	fyfi	osQ	Hkk"kk	gks	ldrh	gS	fdarq	fcuk	èofu	
izrhdksa	osQ	Hkk"kk	ugha	gks	ldrhA

147. (c) iksVZiQksfy;ks	ls	cPpksa	dh	Øfed	
izxfr	osQ	ckjs	esa	irk	pyrk	gSA	;g	cPpksa	dh	
gj	izdkj	dh	izxfr	dk	iw.kZ	ys[kk&tks[kk	gSA	;g	
cPpksa	osQ	vkdyu	dk	lcls	vPNk	rjhdk	gSA

148. (b) 
149. (b) vkxeu	fofèk	O;kdj.k	f'k{k.k	osQ	

fy,	vPNh	fofèk	gS]	bl	fofèk	esa	,d	f'k{kd	
cPpksa	osQ	le{k	cPpksa	ls	ifjfpr	?kVukvksa	rFkk		
oLrqvksa	 dk	 mnkgj.k	 izLrqr	 djosQ	 fu;eksa	 dks	
le>krk	gSA

150. (a) uke	 pkWELdh	 ,d	 iz[;kr	 Hkk"kk	
oSKkfud	vkSj	jktuhfrd	gSaA	muosQ	vuqlkj	izR;sd		
ekuo	f'k'kq	esa	O;kdj.k	dh	lajpukvksa	dk	,d	
varfuZfgr	 ,oa	 tUetkr	 (vkuqokaf'kd	:i	ls)	
[kkdk	gksrk	gS]	ftls	lkoZHkkSe	O;kdj.k	dh	laKk	
dh	x;h	gSA

qqq


